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United Press International In Our nth Y
ear
SWIM! Ai A esel AD Round IWAIINNy Ocairnimity treiropon
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, September 16, 1967
Murray State Grid Season To Stolen From LocalFarm
 Took Are.. —
Open In Martin Tonight, UTMB Implement Dealer
I Fanners were reminded today of
The Munn" State Ur-inanity
Ramaw mison w-
eight at University of Tennessee,
mem% and even the Raw *cb-
S eity aren't certain what
to
"We thIlik we've mode lots of
progress mince laat season." Oath
Ragerson aim, "but of anne
you never know until mei get in
a game."
Last year the Racers were 0-
10.
Furgerson 111:10 1161 be netting
he debut as Racer heed ooh. is
premien( liege Dor the season
other to the team s41. ghre 100
percent eMorit and that they will
steadily Unprove. -We have • lot
of fine your football "players. and
I've never seen a group that wants
Seen & Heard
'MURRAY
A wheel truck laid of coffins eat
went by the front door of the ef-
fete which reminded us theit we
are not prepared to go.
Mdelleds es of the fellow who 
e* a group of boys who all emot-
ed to go to Heaven and they all
reamed their hards but ma snail
boy lion." the men says. -awl
you mint to go to Heaven when
you de". 'Oh, yes." mys the Ind,
"I ruit thought you were geodes
up a tad to go now".
We had a thrill the other dry A
lady yourg Pri smiles at us and
we lack around to see atialti she
is awake at and diennes that I
Is res. tessenally Mar tiett.
pull car chest up Ina pace and
motel away *tit Amides ..p
and spOin tugh.
ales something bite that makes
your day. It. • tanif as to a
fellow's sire
Oh well, we were a youth at one
Ude, but theta something You
Mat make acanter out of.
H we were not mo mcdet. we
Meld glee that we are the beet
Nam anew in the aunty We
hem leamed to cook bacon to a
gethen brains not texi much and
not too little Then too there Is
this skill at we have acquired
in turning the bacon over We flip
It over in • twinkle at an eye
and not a dim of grease tki we
nag. Fantail*.
Meer nem an apporturgity to make
ethers lumpy - even if you have
to brave than akar to do it
-- -
"I am set bound to inn, but
ern bound to be true I ern not
bound to succeed. but I arn bound
to bye by the light that I have.
I misit sand with anybody that
stands right, Mend with him while
he le right, and part with am
when he god, wrong ' Abraham
Lincoln
We bate those stuffy nose cram-
menials on the TV. They are a
little too dramatic.
Neither d• we care fOr the one
of the two cid Ladies dimes-
ing the bed kaidtve
About the angent cornmerciel on
TV is the south of the Chevron
sign bit.
Men in Volkswagen factory:
'Thing -- sied you're fired".
The elevator wee very crowded and
everyone ses startled to hear a
weft young thing In berk vel-
denly 
dt me,rad. No. not you. YOU.
'Ike your hands
Fellow says thea title is not such
a bad cid worki. sifter you get us-
ed to being nervous about every-
Sport will do most anything to get
Ma:evert In what you are doing
We were picking up Hickory Nuts
the other driy and dent if he
didn't start eating them
Until somebody invents a better
tarty morning beverege we sill
Week with a cup of hot coffee.
• • ••••••1••••••••",••••• ••••••••••••••••••!..11ff• 
to win mare badly," he said. "But
we're Juni too thin in experienced
players to have much success with
our tough schedule Although we
expect to be ling:coved over last
year. I think every other team In
the OVC will oleo be improved,
and they will all be veteran tall
clubs "
The Racers MI start only five
;Cayes on the offensive unit who
were here eat bail and only four
on the defensive unit However,
the Mar ̂liege transfeeg arid
two wanders from other colleges
wee be in the lineup and they have
all had game experience, though
not for Murray
As for CrIntS. ?unreason mid
he expeoted than to be a big
along, veteran dub that could
Math In the at division of the
OVC -lberve beaten in the lad
two seasona. and I think there's
rat 006jb1. they had either beat
in titan anyone else on their
gctiedule."
Offensive seaters for the Racers
• be Wayne Meths. spilt ad;
Gadd Tourer tight and; Oscar
Race and Jeff Farmer. tackles;
Mike Menem and Tony Sims.
guardi. Hager White, center, ter-
ry Tilloan, Quartertaca. Russ
Hake, teltheck, Joe Meade, full-
back, -and Harvey Tannic. Sulker.
Deteeleive seinen all be Vie
Btheridge and Mike Rhodes, mode;
David Randolph end Don WU-
Lane, tackles; Larry Wide. maids
guard; Omit Chipman and Dm
glindeni ensbactens: and Mali
Mint, Mee Stacey, Dennis Meet-
ens deanave backs
The Vole beat Mlurray 16-1.3
your end 17-7 two years ago Mer-
ry leads the series 6-2,





Pour Calloway County mat were
inducted into the U 15. Army on
Moan' in the September 
deft
call of Local Board No 10 of the
Salective Service, acoontag to Mrs
Clusele Attune. chief clerk of the
board.
The men went by regular lea to
Nedivelle. Teat. where they erne
sworn In end then sent to Tort
Cempbel for their lade train-
They are as foams-
Streaky Hererove. son of Mr arid
Mrs T C. Hargrove of Mums/
Route One He is a graduate of
Cailogray Ckiunty High Bence' and
wee employed at the General Ilre
and Rubber Company. Mayfleld.
Ray Lynn Hill. won of Mr elet
Mrs Amos 7111 cf Murray who
sea ant:goad at the Blertemihip
Auto Parts He wife is the farm-
er Linde Bell &huckster of Mx.
and Mrs Nary T. Bell of Marshy
Fioute One
Olen Ray Lee, ion of Mr. and
Mire Bun Lee of Hazel who alas
employed by the Texaco Compsing
Mithnel Alexander, son of dr.
and Mrs Heigh Alexander, Gold-
water Road, who was a transfer
trim Central City where he Me
warbles at the terne be registered
for the draft. At the time of hile
indunUon. he was employed at the
General Tire and Rubber COM-
pany. Mayfield
The October 10th draft call for
Calloway County will be three for
indention socencling to Mrs. Ad-
WEATHER REPORT
KENTUCKY: Clear to earth'
cloudy with mild days and cool
rights cereal and eat portions
thrash Eiunday Partly cloudy to
cloudy extreme west with a chance
of throws and continued raid
through Surdey High Malty 74 to
IN. Lows eunday night 46 to $44
east and 54 to 02 cereal and wait-
Kentucky !eke: 7 a m 3665. no
cha.nire, below dam 303.6, no
change Water temperature: 72.
Barkley lake 366.6, clown 0.1, be.
• darn 306.3. down 03.
Smirk* 6:30: sunset 7:03.
Mem eat 4:21 a. In,
a very important pen of the
election proms for Agricultural
Stabilsation and Conuesvation
(ABC) athimunity committeemen.
esPecially *drie bidets are =SW
In to the A11013 aninte office. In
Calloway Dowdy tit deadline for
eumiln✓ g beities in community
elections is Spetember 30.
OJee C. Heil. 'Chairmen, ABC
Cbunty Committee points uot that
two envelops haw been nailed
with the baba sent to all eligible
voters of record in the county of-
fice. One envekge is pain and
the other hes a ate-tenant, print-
ed on the beck Such the farmer
needs to sign. A witneseed mak
all deo qualify as a agnature.
The ballot abouid be merited and
aerial Made the pain envehope;
growers are tautened nixi en-
dose any other mut-alai 
A 
, do
not write on the plain en ope.
Me samurai the itecreoy of your
votr
The Plain envellaPe shatk! then
be put inside the erneope with
the statement on the bate. This
allatemoot is a oertsfloation that
the ballot vies nuke" by the far-
mer perennially without undue in-
fluence by any person. The en-
velope would then be mailed or
otherwise diavend to the A8011
county anise.
-Be sure to allpi this atatement
an the bark of the outeide en-
vaioPe." the Ohiernian urges "If
B is not migneci the band win riot
be conedered es a vote."
Alcoholism Course
To Be Available At
MSU This Fall
A pieduate and undergraduate
mune andiled "Problem Of Al-
eithaten" will he offered this fall
at Muney Mate University Ttds
Mime is being spoodired by the
Deperluseatof
allete. sad the Cabal, Con*
Coma. Oh Modectian.IL Is be-
ing financed by the Mate Depart-
ment of Mental Health.
The course Itintended to gtve
perticipants • wide twee of in-
foresielon on the fourth greatest
health prognan in the nation to-
day, and to offer guidance to ~-
iota deepens and individuals
who ars personaay and pram-
atonally involved with individuate
who re allothales or their AMAMI'S.
The reenter of the course is
064 on the atedtaike *vet. and 640
an the undergradtate level 7'he
course Min be taken for credit,
or it may be audited. Thome It-
It reordering for this
course are requested to °outset the
Repairer's Office at Murray State.
Ine nexus all be etaught on
Thezsday everitrep, than 6 00 to
9 00, arid on the fourth floor of
the educaltion bugling Witham
Pater, maiden& of the Calloway
Council On Alcoholism. is mord-
inator of the course He will be
wadded by these Involved lath
meeting the needs of the alcoholic
and their families
P'urther information may be ob-
tained by phoning 763-3824, or 763_






A allinnunity poop made up of
hariatia liklistars. Mailer and
lamar recently in the Mu-
0111111111 1/11/1101 or the Manorial
rifilA MIN& to Men a siz-dise
Owls. flit *The Ream Caw -
as illiellImehlos as ma meeting
Me Mead in a MOW of this
BIn daft 1111e shown
IL) tells .111Mthers of
the aciesenuokr Ille Andllorturn
of Menne ItIals School an Septem-
ber 7. It wee agreed by dila Vocal
thug the showing of the fikn would
be or great value to the parente
and youth of Murray. Accordingly,
de dates of October 11 through
16 have been ohms for the show-
ing of the hairel-hitting, bold im-
peach to the aced problems of
Oodles'.
T. A, Thicker Is General Chair-
man of Working Committees chair,
maned by James Rogers, Plat
Schultz,Hail Warlord, H. C. Mil-
es, Devote Wheetley, Jack Bryant.
Aubrey Willicterilin. arid Bill Boyd.
Ticket* to see this precedent-
weak:mg. one hour and forty-five
minute !none will be $1.00. These
men soon be on sate at selected
Worm In the atty.
araillitil.010111110,11101111111111111111111111111110weemeamene
••••••••••
Dr. and Mrs. Rill Clare Thomas and children
/mo. 0.YMb •
ned Missionaries Speak
al Churches On Sunday
Dr. and Mrs. Bia Clark Thosina
Southern Baptist nasionaries One Injured
MaleMa, will be the guests at 
rl'ythe .APInutthenaP:Gimtngst ClItm"haernce. Mur:11 in AccidentSunday, September 17. Dr, Thonad
mil delver the sermon at eleven
o'clock_
Mrs Thomas WI mad to the
members and friends of the owl.
Auxiliaries 'of the churches VI
Blood Myer Baptist Aamelation at
the nest Church on Sunday at-
ternoon at 330
The minicoary "Al meak at
the Grace Swint Church Sunda
Thomas is the son at Mi.
and Mrs. Cecil Thomas, Cadiz, and
We Thomas is the disighter at
Mr. and Mrs. Car** DOW*.
Patkanth Thee, are both reglinitat
of Murree Stage Underlay. Dr.
Thomas received the Bachelor at
Divinity ail Doctor of Theology
degrees bun the Southern Bap-
tist Theolitgiced Sanitary. For MO
hat four years they have raided
in ilingegiore.
Since :awning on furlough itiip
awe agaidahed • renderer
Or mow at ule aradinild
boutsville. MS It now see oa se a
rspresenlialve ot the Denartment
of DinaGanary Pa-sonnel of the
Porelign Mission Board of the
aouthern lagettet Cionvertaan
While • student at Murree/ State
Maher Thome served pert-tene
as makeent to Dr. H. C. Cake
sal as pador of the then Tint
Bea*" ICasion, which Ater be-
came the Grace Baptist Church
Their friends are oardidd m-
ated to beer than.
Rev. Lloyd Ramer
Heads Ministers
The Murray Ministerial Aesocia-
tion net Thursday at the Fine
Chriatian Cteurch. Mew of ricers
were eiected arid Installed as Id-
iom: Rev. Lloyd Mune, Pr
dent; Rev. WNW= Porter, ace-
president: Rev T. A. 'Deakin sec-
retary-timairer.
The medal* that sopotnted
Rev Tommy Jackson as chair-
man cif the likepital Chaplaincy
Pe:gran and Rev Thacker as
chairman of the Radio Pennon
The Mega* Qapktincy and fut-
uce andante of the Ministerial
Amcciatkei were topics of claw.'
The neat meenng we be Thurs-
day. Clobber 12 at 10.30 am, at
the Fird Mettiodat Churah,
Couple Is Back
From Vacation
Mr. and Mrs N Madison Jones
or Murray Route Pour returned
home on September 10 from a ten
days vacation km some of the Me-
thern staters.
Wide limy they dated Mr.
Jones' bather, Alien B. Jones ant
Mrs. J011616 In Detroit, Mich. They
law stopped in Loulevine and visit-
ed Mrs. Jones' brother, Purdien
Perks and faintly. 
Mr. Jones is deputy NAllae





Citations issued by the Murray
Poem Department since noon on
Friday are two for breach of
peace, and one each for speeding,
reddens drivka, poseasecti of beer,
end pubtic drunkenness
SIMILAR N &MIS
The Ciera.k1 Myers Meted in the
meet mead in an auto theft in-
cident Is not the Gerald Myers
Who lives In Pottertown.
Yesterday
Tawny Billington of Vine Street,
Murray. was reported to have re-
ceived bruises on the face and was
treated at the emergency room of
the Murrwy-Calloway County Hos-
petal, according to the report filed
of an accident yesterday * A
P. to by Sgt. James Wither'
Dnd Pstroknen Alvin Farris e.
lax Morris of the Muria* Voice
Department.
Cars invoked to the accident
were 4 1967 Pontiac four door
Mean by Cleaves M Sanders of
Pennington Route Or e, and a
3061 Opel two door owned by J.
D. Pace. Chain* Street arid del-
• by Ronald L. Colson of Fenn-
Route Tao.
all arida. Was ming
meth on leth Street, acieloal for
the stop sign at College Pa=
Road, putted out and was hit by
the Odeon car going east an Ool-
awe Part Read Billington
• painemer in one of the cars.
Ireiterdey at 1 46 n m. a coSi.
don demurred on lest Mein Street
se Parke 0. Henry. driving a
1850 Chewrolet two door, was park-
ed at a parting space and was
pulling out into the lane of trod-
Ike. socording to Sgt James Brown
and Patexamen Max Monis
Robert Leder Noel, driving •
1985 Doche Cornet was tnaveging
met on Main Street and let the
Henry car in the right front real-
er, accorded to the police report.
Another accident oaourred Fri-
day at 9 46 • m in the alley by
the Student Union SWAM( Build-
Mg on the Murray State University
Camp*
John T. Woodrow, Jr., 304 North
4th Street, driving a 1985 Peed
convertibie. was stopped in the
alley. Roy L Route One,
Paducah driving a 1966 Ford %
bon pickup owned by CaneCols.
Inc., was bedded m In the Mier
Dinworth told Patrolmen J. P.
Witturepoon and Ronald Jotter that
be did not see the Woodrow car
and struck it in the !nal* tend
need the rear bin-per causing darn-




William Walter Oulbeetson of
teams), Shone; died surldenely this
morning at five o'ckick at hie hone.
He was 72 years of see
The deemed wee a retired elee-
triolert end he axed his wife hal
node their home in Lakeway
Shores Prince June 1906
Burvivoes are his wtfe, Mrs. Lo-
uise Culbertson of Lakermy Shores;
two daughters. Mrs Wilma C.
Schuchann a at Louie, Mo , and
Mrs Janine Holtman ot Phrt Law
derdeie. Pla ; one deer, hers. Ja-
cob Becker. and one brother, Har-
ry Culbertson. both of Cincinnati.
Ohio; six grundrhildren
The body is being taken to St.
Louis, Mo.. by the Salock-Ocile-
man Funeral Home where funeral
serene will be heed. Interment
will be in the Louisiana, Mo., ceme-
tery.
The Belock-Oolemen Mineral











Sea Explorers from Ship 45 were
&nixie the 30 Explorers who par-
ticipated in the oanoe trip down
the Ournhem:and River recently.
The 30 mile trip was made after
leaving from Bartley Dam early
Saturday inorrr-ng and leaving the
lever at the Stnethiand and the
Ohio River The woe to make the
trip was Wee than five hours.
Ship 45 will had their Fresh-
man Roundup Thursday night.
September 26 at 6:30 in the bame-
men t of the First Methodist
Church. Following the meal there
at be an admiesion ceremony and
a Bridge of Honor. Several awards
are to be presented at the Bridge
of Honor.
The Shipa Officers met Wed-
nesday rtglit at the home of Cleo
Sykes Sk.pper to plan the activit-
ies for the coming .year. One
nielor activity Was planned for
each month ni the year. For the
month of eicbaber Ship 46 has
been asked to heM wtth the Sail-
boat Regatta to be held at Ken-
lake on the 7th and Rh. They
will Asia in perking cars for the
contestants, launching the MY-
boats and taking them out of the
aster and running • water taxi
later In the month thw will Par-
`-`•eite in the Fall QatiPxle.
the month of November they
I pareloipsie in the American
...seen Panicle to be head Veterans
Dan and he with the Chennub-
' y Flat Aid Meet On December
21 they, at bald their annual
Chastain piety.
In January they well help with
the Kiontike Derby and attend the
Citizens Now Oonterenee to be
held at Fort Campbell February
will be the Chennubby favelm meet
and Ray damn Week ectitvieles.
Cahn HIM in feral Pima
beam made fir a three to Seta
day cruise on Kentucky lam
Otimbereind River, Tennessee Riv-
er and the Otto River Later in
the month win be the Scout-0-
Mira May will be the Spring
Oeurporee and June Expeore week
at camp
An extended cruise on • Navy
weed is planned for the super-
activity need summer.
AA high *hod age boys who
ere interstal in all kink of act-
wales are invited to Join Ship 407
Meetings are an Thursday nights






Annual Day will be hell Wednes-
day. September r at 9 30 am.
This day will animist of a guided
tour by the TVA to the Land Be-
tween the Lakes. The noon lunch
will be served &t the Educalon
Youth Center. There will be a
dram review inoludOg tailored
gennents made at the tailoring
workman Mrs. Robert Hendon,
Mn, Lowell Paltrier Mrs, Ferrill
Miller anti Mrs Glen &ma are in
charge.
Dr. D. Donald Pool, Area Ex-
tension Director, vie speak on
-What's Ahead in Zatemion
Work?"
The report of the years work
will be in the form of a at au-
thored and &rented by Mrs. How-
ard Giles and Mrs. Wayne Hardie.
There will be a bus, as well as
cars, used on the toter. The group
MA leave tram the Calloway
County EXtension Office at 9.30





The Sheriffs office reported to-
day that a robbery* hes marred
sometinw the week at the Bill-
ingtari-Perse Tractor Company on
led Maki Street
Misses from the implement lot
are a three bottom Ford breaking
Plow and • two row corn Painter.
Bath of the farm tools were new,
according to the theriffir office.
Paid Circulation Wins
Audit For Ledger 
Pat Morris
And Times Today Passes Away
The financial audit for Callo-
way County is being published in
today a Ledger and Times. Thee au-
dit is awarded anntaily to the
newspaper having the largest paid
carculaticio.
The Ledger and Times has the
largest paid circulation of arty
newspaper in Calloway County. In
tabulating paid circulation, no free
papers or teem-sways are counted,
only the actual paid circulation.
The Ledger and Times gives away
free 46 papers each day to the
Murray Hospital and these are the
only ones which are distributed
free.
With the largest paid circulation
in both the city of Murray and
Calloway County, the Ledger said
'ranee is able to serve Murrey mer-





Menibans of time Miirra9 Wo-
man's Club met at the clubhouse
on Werineeday evening at 600 pen,
for dinner and the first general
meeting of the new dub year
Mrs. David Goweees, president, pre-
sided at the bugloss portion of
the rneet.Ing. - -
Muter was furnished by Dr. Ede
McCain, accompanied by Dennis
Elliott. Both are 'lambert of the
music faculty, at Murray State
University.
Mrs. Clowane arinounced thet
the Arthritis Foundation Scholar-
ship conandue had selected Ed-
win Lemon, son of Dr. and Mn.
Lanny of Weep, as the
maple* of the dub', adwillmailp
ertdith Is severded a wads pre-
med or nursing student. Mr. Lar-
son It out of town and was mat-
able to be Dement to accept the
award in person Dr. \Larson is
on the Murray State University
faculty.
Mrs. Henry McKenzie. vice pre-
sident of the Murray Woman's
Cati. introduced On. Janus E.
Bassen, wtio ass the featured
apeaker of the !Narking On Bas-
sett is direct* of Kentucky State
Rola.
The club members wes astound-
ed by some of the atatementa he
made He said that public eupport
kr law and order is a must If
the Jaw enforcement officers are
to prioted the maims. In his re-
ference to the recent riots and
civil strife, he stated that the
right of the rioters to protest dis-
sent, and disagree does not give
them the right to day Witte and
niaticnsi Ism
Crime has increased in recent
years six times as fast as the pop-
ulation /as ireseased. The cost of
crane Sot year in the US. was 2'7
billion dollars, while only 20 bil-
lion was ment on educattori. he
• On Beaten mid that 75%
a those arrested ad year had
been &ranted previously, and 50"l,
of those had been pardoned or
paroled by sympathetic worts. In
1966 over 2 millSon Americans were
wet to prison or penal institut-
e:sir and mare 16-16 year olds are
wrested than arty other site group.
dl. Beeseu said that the police
force It WSW inadequate in Ken-
tucky and the nation to cope with
today's truffle anti ceirne pro-
blem lb improve the Kaducky
her enforcement atria we need
(1) police training program (2)
altebilah a central crime statistic
bureau, and (3) to better under-
paid our reeighborse tendons in
recent civil dietturbances.
These things can only be cor-
rected by caftan's concern and
ckiniands that Police orilcer4 be
adequeltely trained to give Attains
maximum public safety.
(anal Beeman who ties been
setrumental to the Woman's
Club% setety protect and its ef-
fort be requtre drtver education
before Swing Rivera hawse,
was • medal goat at the meeting.
Mr Seafarer is instructor cif Delv-
er Eduaiition at Ureveredy High
Sewer
The tithing for the dinner were
deo:mated alto green ivy stream-
ers and quaint driedapple dolls,
made by Mee. Paul Haw, The
Sigma and Kappa Deps.rtments
were heels Ihr the meeting.





Word has been received of the
death of Pat Gawks Morris of
Chicago, Ill, who died suddenly
while sitting in a chair watching
television at the home of his
daughter In Caeitornia.
The decealeed was 68 years of
age and was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs Torn Morris ageo
resided In the former George Men
hOtne on North 4th Street. Mr.
Morrie me a retired president of
a large bank in Chimp, 11., and
was a large property owner in
Murray and Calloway County until
his health began to decline.
Since he retirement he and his
wife, Jam. Mid IMAM a MP to
Europe. and at the -time of his
deeth were Mettle their daughter
and family awaiting the birth of
• nencichlid.
Suravars see his wife, Jean, two
daughters, Patsy and Jean awl
cne scull, Tbromy. He wee the
nephew a Mrs. J. V. Starks and
Hugh °Ingle' of Kettsey, Pied
Gingko of Murray, aid Guy (ang-
les of Radon.
Funs* anil burial servtoes




A large crowd was on hand lest
right to see a Reread Merield
Caransi eleven roll over the Mur-
ray High Thom to 0.
teleffield. nada tat In the
state, nked teit their fourth vie,
ory this year without a beat The
win last night was the fine tame
the Centre* led won over Mur-
ray High at Mayfield mince 1959.
The Cardinals sowed five times
during the game with Vernon
"Butch" Edwards service hillbacie
dastring an for two scorer
David Morrie adding two more and
Clary Breedlove one.
The Oardirais tried only two
Psalm during the night and am-
neoted an both at than Quarter-
• Mike Ithebough hit Morrie
on a 51 yard TD pay and Breed-
love co • seven yard TD play.
The Tigers were unable to mount
an off mane against the SUMAC
Mayfieki teem The Tigers got to
the Mayfield 15, but were unable
to get any closer to the goal line.
The Mayfield defense shut out
the Taff offense crompietey
Mayfield got their touchdowns
mi 80 yards in 13 phige with Ed-
ema going over free* the three;
50 yards la 9 plage 111111h Edwards
galesgrar fad 1110- thre: • Time-
MOO Mote MIMI! es a 51 yard
pill lair e 10 eed smenem In 8
Vaslb lb. final
IS On*" the niiiIaTiett the
final are a10 ,std drive capped
by a Undated* to Breedlove
pass for send MOM.
Mayfield 1111111111 tilo 343 Yards
on the ground to 51 for hturray,
tokerny tried dateen peewee and
completed the for 39 yards- May-
field tried two. completes both
for 511 yards.
Tax Bills Mailed
Out This Week By
The Sheriff's Office
The tax bills for the year 1017
are being nailed to the people a
Calloway County tolay, liceiredina
to Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield and
hie staff.
Figures released by the county
officials show that the grant total
of the tax billet is $885.963 96.
Broken down into the various
categories, they are as follows:
Mete taxes, $70,915 79,
County taxes. 11154,199 78,
Elpecial levies, 6117.303 86.
Common School taxes, YM4.890 47,
Independent School taxes, 13111,.
673.98.
Persons may take a two per cent
dierootryt if the bills are paid by
November 1. 1961. After January
I a two per cent penalty all be
added and after P'ebruary 1 a mix
per cent penalty will be added to














THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & VIM 110111LIKKING COMPANY.
Ceasoliciatioo of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes, and The
-Herald, Cramer 20, WA, and die Wan Kentuckian, Januarr
1,1.60.
WerZteallii ellibt to reiect any Advertising. Lettere 11) the
or Vales name which, In our °plaice, are not for the beet in-
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Quotes From The News
110 L01111131 PIULAs tar • T 10A AL
. i
ICILWAUKEE - Closed housing advocates, in a letter ,
calling for the removal of civil neva leader Rev. James Orop- I
pi despite a vote of support given the fiery priest by an arch-
diocegan Roman Catholic priests' senate:
154 " possible for Father Groppi to take a leave of ab-
in order that charch funds and church property do
Mit ye to be used against the wishes of many church sup-
porters to aid in probable lawless demonstrations?"
OCEAN CITY, Md. - U.S. Weather Bureau officials,volii-
mentine on dizzy hurricane Dona, which wandered aimlessly
abo4 the Atlantic for four days and then barged unexpect-
edly into the aud-Atiantic states, churning high tides and
flooding
utane approaching this area directly from this 
"pus is historic, since there is no previous record of a
hurr 
 N
THE LEDGER & TERMS - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
by lead Pros Migematienal
Todin is Saturday, Sept. 16. the
236th My or 1667 with 106 to fal-
low.
The moon is between As Met
quarter aod full rigese.
The asinitsis all are sigma,
Jupiter and MUM
The evening stars are Saturn
Ind Man
A11410441 111461317140 !him* Pert_
man was tarn on thas day in
IAA
Oa this day in Menem
1630 the 1.1aessacti watts vil-
lage tie Shavrmut. changed ga mime
CO 13/34100.
In 101, the chervInee Max46
Oalabodia was opened 10 Mato
suaders. More than 1011.11111 pw-
moos rushed to claim land
In 1930, 30 persons were tilled
and at lea 100 injured en a bomb
expires:in an Wall Street in New
Yoe City
In ant the nation of Maas
waa essabashed
A thought Is the day - Mark
'Main and: -There are several
good penman 011011/11114 temptat-
ions bat the Are is cowardice "
AL Season
ears End,
DICTROIT - Lt. (3ov. William Milliken, urging school ca.._ 3 w ay ,ritrios to go to court Monday to put a halt to the teachers e
strike that has kept nearly 400,000 students out of school:
• -This forced idleness must come.-
wi$41PASHINGTON - President Johnson, fighting back topassage of his safe streets and gun control bills after
43r
cntacism of his administration's anti-crime efforts: •
-in.st year, two million guns were sold in the United
. Many of them were sold to hardened criminals, snip- !
ers, mental defectives. rapists. habitual drunkards and Preen- !
1101."
A Bible Thought F or Today
All power as ghen unto
He was given power to
peered to Baal of Tarsus
power of the risen Christ
rim ie heaves and in earth.
--Matthew 211:18.
rise from thelgave: He later ap-





By Maltitlf 11- asOes
urt some *raw
What • difference • year maims
to Hill Singer. Me Angara Dodger
riglishander
Lam year Singer was tucked s-
way at Spokane. in the Pular
Coast League Tbk year he bat-
tled Claude Clogesn for Me most
Motorre cp the Darr bill club
The Illaginnold rightleillidie win
Ma LIM MI6tn 111 canals
day night ny bilaining the Pies
tielphis Phalle 10. In the Mat
mine of a doubleheader
U was Shitera dead shutout of
the amson nal as he sit in Me
Earicer drawing room after the
lione 1* catcher Johnny laneetren
waked bp. patted hen on the hack.
and and. You threw mootillein-
elly lard and you were putting
the ball where you wanted it."
Fourth Try
It man lave been gratifying for
"rarer or "Billet Bill" as the
Dodger fans often refer to him.
Oto hear the Freeborn cam/Amer*
U's been a Ica tam coming for
finger who hes been Dodger pro-
perty since NM and this Is the
Mut time M four trim he lam re-
mained Ii the minors
The Dodgers also Abut out the
,ThRIBES T-0 111' MU salad Mr
UPI Sporn Writes. _. hand Don Dersdale Member,
Porto the three-teem L1e. CM in the mahatma,' Lmilue, at Louis
slabs to we to the ArnerraLn L. blinked Cincinnati 4-0, San le1113-
ue le the sombies ciao bad Pittsburgh 6-3 and Chi-
n seems nameable. incredible ease Mimed Atlanta 7-1 New
and even ingionible and there Tort and Houston were not mene-
t:as never been • three-teem In dialed.
for the penman In all ftlIebeia The Ilitlatimex League rate tient.
history med 11111Der V that's poodiale B.
But web juot 14 gums reatelln teat. Minnesota and Damn are
Ten Years Ago Today
mg in the 1967 meson. illinnesta.
Houton and Deena are tied for
fat place in the American leag-
ue. Iney have reopens of 66-64 with
.505 percentages
Even more arnsaing, though. la
the performance at the mamba
Bane Maray's aneationate nick-
name fee bis scrembang Maga
Mita am They've already hewn
IsslaUlgty buried aswatal taxies IWO
‘116 just 13 swam to go, they're
*et Pa IMAM CAA Milt an OM
red a B17 pescentage
tted Mr the load and Change is
in lama Mace 1% garnet band.
It ma created when Baltimore
beat Ikons 6-2. C/haaago booted
Magma 74, Detroit edged Waati.
MOOR 5-4 The New York Tureen
animated Cleveland al and can-
Meta edged Kansas City 2-1 in
innisim la the other mama.
lane Nine
UMW gialtered five hits and
Mew& out nine ea be lowered his
tarried run avenge to 2 86
Jammer Rodliftli fourth inn-
log hear Min an loser Jim Run-
SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 16, 1967
Last Of The Premieres Scattered Over Next
eek. NFL Gets Underway Officially Suntiav
By JACK GAYER
yam YORK CPO - The lent of
ebe prenners of 1120 new telettleltel
season will be scattered dw
tbe seek on the three *b..
The N a Cannel root*/ Lple
Nom gets under viay °Mils* On
swami) with Cr50 came* a full
roster at eight manes. "Den Tete-
phone Hour" resumes on NBC Be
a DPW 9011/11X1
Mg1111411103 112r Sept 17-30:
Sada
"Atomic Vildilline tbe subject
on The net Century" CBS dom.
men to,'
In he seaman murder of A.DC`a
:ge to the &Mona of the
Sea :he Sean/tem ta aimed in
pre..-,,te* explosion of an un-
dersoner volcano.
The FM on AMC glans Ra
third mason Mitt the tan of a
Mafia attempt to recover horwe.
adiatir records by amentlaatico.
The NBC Sunday night movie
niMI be -• Greaten Show on
Phrth." starring Chariton Heston.
James Stewart and Batty Bunco
Monday
Cris introduces a new live-it-
week serial, replanar "Peentrord."
The .how is "Love is a Many
spiesnared 11**." carrying on at
, a later period the lam of some
of the characters of ter Hon Suyin
, novel and p:puiar flan of the
mem title
Manta Dillon is might in the
ankldie of a feud between cattle
berme in the "Dunn:make" epi-
sode on CBS.
ABC's "Cowboy in Milos" has
•111fartO Known '" in wheta
ma: iintnr's picture taking
a- nano mi a
"The Danny 'Thomas Hour" on
HOC has a comedy called "In.
sing In whica Pon Ad-
▪ Ski Cantaid Inegium play
theee PIMPOITA 
Tenney
On ABCs 'Gentian% CloriDar
Site -nun I. maned to monis it
baby Mid Moamar by Commit
Martha nay, and M4660 Webb and
Harry Mingo of "Dragnet" joln
in the feeleellies ri Jerre Leyte
NBC hour.
send Me No Pitmen " manta
Roct linelooti and Doris Day, le
aoreenal on NIICni "Tueaday then
, et the bawls.--
The "Cm Neat aP2tAir
IS 'Uric Honer: 'Me Penionate
Beene of Mind." a (mounts:nary
exploring the idea pleinephy sin














Les Angeles 1 PhilladMplin 0 1st,
twilight
Doi Angeles I Figaddlphla 0. Bid.
night ,




Chlapo, Hands 7-7 at Ataga,
Aeneas 13-8
a. Louis Washburn 9-7 at 
cinnati. Pappas isao
New Tat, Moores" 0-1 at Hou-
ston; Metier 13-11
Ls Angeles Sutton 10- 15 at
PhOadMphia. Wise 9-11




St Lan at Cies:inmate
New Tort at Houston
Los Anceles at Phliatielphia
San Francium at. Inuataurt
Ian David Steinberg. shows "The Man Who Sbot LO-
AM% "Good Compeer' Me Lae erty %lance," starring James
• vlatiog the Mimeo roadn Elleiwart and Jobe Warne
elan of Hugh Bodnar, NiAltiber, The ring "Bell Telephone Flour"
cle Ram! examine. I of the season an NBC often
Friday Many Faces of Romeo and Jubet "
"Off to See the Wizard" on ADC , Inds will show how damns, opera
Intl screen "Rhino." diallig OM ballet end the becadenw dace
efforts of an American scientist to have treated the famous losses
save Africa's rare Mane 76600-
0003116.
'The ass Priday Nag Movies"
Nananai League




at el 661 10%
90 89 541 12
80 70 203 13
75 71 .6111 1.11
74 73 aal 11 Si
7$ .46-,46s 19




W. L. eel. GB
Dam 94 86 Mil -
116116illigmeota -
64 06 -
111 M BM lit
The White Sox did tne mon to Clankienla 79 71 1514
trona. • wit.. . ILA creme :he airee-way us. loan am. now 16-13, was an Steiger : Hob Hope's fine show of the Weellthlithel 49 78 MO 14%
la the illnomota Trans 7-3 Fri- Maid eoman Is ow, wish Cleveland 19 91 460 16
Orris Pert! „.e, age 54, passed away this morning at rlls day Mint meek the Detroit Tigers The Pennant bound NI Iota 
=y 
Duetante. Pleas Dila. New Yeet 611 la 416 It
home in Paducah onotinng a heart a Mack. He wa.s the Pon were entaing with a 5-4 mean/ 01517the1• thawed thole thee° num JIM Jones. RowSrl and Mara BLawriare 65 81 446 18
or F. 34 Perdue of Murray. ceee the ezetherwea neenthel The bee to five Maw* We Red" Is sod Kaye Stevens. Kansa City 59 81 404 36
Pfc Jean S All., son of Sty'.
amei„, Reel sox whin have meant hind Steve Carlton t wo- tut twe. "The ADC Wenineselay ?tight Igo- Friday's Reatai , lars Neddie M . A lien , Murray Rt.




Init of tintThree, Is &magnet! to the 7th Infantry Division's 10th Cavalry Pumas" but aillikill 
he
14th legar 'hey I ea Into the Lie alai a 54 Mite Shannon hit a acre-run Style." atarrtmg Vide Prone Nye Tort 5 Cleveland I, nistain Korea. km, to the nanahhee anon& Mae to cap • foto-run third lin "Maim and the (Mbar" on Dar" 5 Wile211111 .011 4: tlelb1Mine Dorttla Parker left Sunday for Rockwood, Tenn., Deed Tet ging and Bend rookie Cary Minn Cilifi bee a yarn In which Dundee 
` ,,,,_wthe 
_ _Check" 7 lasthethe° 3 M ltewhere NW Inn do her practice teaching toward her degree in Is has seventh low amine 13 panes the time when besieged byle le 2 Ketone a°7 1. tihome economies from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. ',AKA,/ laughed aner the Paid annanes Innate by re-inner a murder Inn- eight
MUrray tennla players once. again won over their May- 'alt. .__PallPft ____...1311le .....aaela leffilig,1166 Man Pninrbillp °tante In" thee he kelt Today's Probable Mdse.field opponents yesterday at the Mayfield Country Club, Lek- lal am lw a "l"...... - -we = (MOW OW wean& Vasce to one Tbseallay Cleveland. McDowell 13- 13 m New
trig eight of ten mateties Mad- the lethethe ere www °th Oliallalf games wIth the -Ironside" oo NBC offers 'Ma 'fart' akehlemvre 1442Mae teams In I rent of us better iletney.- Lee/ In the Forest" 121 tench Iron- .......Weel251thtm‘a. _ Mthre 7-16watch aide Meets that the death of ea "n"we' ""'"e"'"° 7716'.
10 Years Ago This Week
It AM seems doubtful the White 
Sol ten pme three weans In two 




linnenota. Chance 18-1111111111, sad a musaliw. tattatoto stranglerLawnics • ram rite emit they can't be efemted
Dna NW Drnbow-
After Wag• Mfaillaffer
Cleveland -rumor mot. the ace 'w stop the Red Son
Web didners 't alba as anted nin 
o Ms 
tala
RhembereBr M MEMO unlit 
in the Americium Lat-
Tony ohms he hen,,,Ths mew Me. New Tort beat Cleveland 5.1
off Joe Horien in the ninth inn-
and California topped Kamm City
eitgny night Ann in iliac 24 Ws 11 innialga.
.tilraan, the flos' pitchers allowed
900. iinsgroni c.,RosswoRD. puz
Today marks the culinlnatkeo of a dream of Raiford Part-
er. He has just moved into a modern garage building at the
corner of 7th and Main, several times the size of the building
that he ha. occupied for the last twenty years on 4th Street.
SUA11.1. Graham, 11 months old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Graham. 1811 'Weal Main Street, was stricken with a
mild case of pencemliititas last week.
Pictured today is the new Lndiii1ral-A171 -Thilldfhg st
Murray State Teachers Co:lege, just completed with the as-
sistance of the Mral Works Agency
The Murray ce Company, owned by Voris Wells and
Denny Maddox, has moved into new quarters adjoining the
old place of business on Vialtiln Street 
•
dila obi 11111weeks-but with the Ma pilehlog la imit 11 a amo
30 Years Ago This Week
Ii 1)(illit Tlitta FLA
Dea Um repurrind this seek are James M Cole. age 81, Mrs
H Orr, ate 15, and frank A Miller, age 68
Murray High School opened &today morning with HA
registrar enrolling In the neighoorhood of 500 students. ac-
cording to Ed Filbect. principal of the school.
Dr Floy Fkintens, head of the Geography Department of
Murrgy State College, and Miss Alice Keys. College Adminis-
trative Secretary, retumed Sundey from a two weeks trip
through the Nortleivest part of the United States
Ore (if the outstanding perforthers participating in the
National Amateur Contest In Biloxi, Miss.,recently was Little
Jane Jones of atUrnly Thie little girl% talents attracted con-
siderable attention and Merited for her honorable mention
from the judges
REAll Trif LEINER'S CLISSIFlEITS
-The Det In Streit e . . Be," of (lanoline
no.
eitt SHELL sstEvicz
A rx0•• trod? Jerry s Restaurant Plume 781-9l31
- MAI neCUIIIITrne




series of crimes attributed to a
"The CBS Thuraclay Night Mia,
Vier screens "The AparUnert,"
Sktirekkg Jack Learner. and Shirley
Illbelaine
Dean Martin's NBC hour wat
hare Rosemary Clooney. Buckly
Hackett Minnie Pearl arid annual
the second Mon* clef Dolint.
Ham. wbo tamed a noSetter
in his gat outiog Sunday. mimed
die ream on jun *tire* hits, 11110
at awn in the ninth Meledig4
Olim's homer. whin chaling up
his 17th victory.
Ron Hansen supplied the
punch as , the Wham Sox rata
Dave HOMMIII. Mean collected ,
Las.. Menem ahd tun entries and'
batted in four runs.
DIenary Mae that Bill Free
hen at the Tigers and not Carl
Teetriernde of the Red Sox should
be the ieacue's MVP-and that
Welled Me • Steal Mad claim
!May night
Kaneko lit Time
With the Tigers trading 4-1 in
the eighth inning as mot* Frank
Dona knocked n three rune
with a homer and two-run double.'
heehaw bleated a three-nu,
met with two out to tie the more.
Willie Hutton then Paneled in the
winging run with two cast in the
with MOW
The llgrea have the best one-
1:710, of the four a-intenders Twat,
of their last 14 , penes seen* 1
aroand division teams and nine of
the 14 are at home. Mat of the
14 are annul two elute- Wadi-
aeon and New Tort
The Orions took advantage of
the wildness of starter Dave More-
head. who. waned four and town
a nal pnegi, to take a 3-0 lead
over the Dam at the end of 'Mee
innings Mooks Rotarian° then





































































23 And to forth
1•141.r
mean Oat
31 One, as gone
32 Oectrwt•
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* Starts Sunday *
•
4
The loterprenes WM be Jason
Robarrit, Ceara ilitta. Sander
Konya, Anna Motto, Mik




.441mlns. September 12. 1267
E. E Trent. 301 South 13th, Mur_
ray, Mrs. Mary Byrd, Rural Route
1. Dover; Wks. Mary Roberts
306 North nil, Murray: °taus
Knight. 722 Nash Drive, Murray;
Ray Winning, 106 North Hiehland
Str:ct, Para, Tenn.; Mrs- Bobbie
W., MOCH Mv, Muntan
Mrs. 011ie Da.ro.v. 623 lilts Drive,
Murray; John W. Parelogenae.
iLCCni C. Dec., Marley; Mra.
May fiterwart, 300 SOUBI,
ray; airs. HMIs Norwood thd girl,
Aural touts 4, de ; Mrs. Jane
Janke, Rural Route 3, Bent,?n,
Mrs, Joann Bunn:turn and pr1,,
Rural Route 4, Murray, Hanford
Gilbert, 1610 Fernier, Murray; Alsa.
Sane Dowdy , 36.1 W Tarthing,
Mayttaid
Dadesals
Inotaird 1 not, lie Wood/as:.
till an ay , ai,eLe N. 011.1111/, 31 ,
Hai. /tunny, Mins Mitt. Cache:.
Vat., Murray; Ode Peen, 41:
119TuL.E.hergs.14.er.DIn "Wet
Ac144114, and boy, iaul 801.3th
10th. Mayfield; afra. AIM Allow
t...aceser, suuni Route 2, ?annul. -
too, Mrs. Myrt.e Puckett, 3(...
duals, IL. Dorn Lin-
ton], 101112v 4.1; L Z.
722 Sycamore, lawny; Mrs. M...
red Mine, Anao. harm Put
Moak Route 6, Murray. 1Cdwar,.:
ina taunt novae 1, Yut-tu.
leen, Miat Annette McCoy. z.-
at law 3. Murray, master Co:.-
rasi Adman Darr, nos 86, Desiet,
Dan Same.. Ron. n-nie 1, Farm-
ington, Wrs Nancy kr...ser. Rural
noun" 4, Murray, ..... ,sally 11.....-
1134011, &sal Nome a ease]. Min
Janie h u.es, Aura. 4, Fun
ton; K. K Treed 601 South lah.
Alkuray, Wittman 1'. Pu-cil. Rutin
Route 1, Faraimmon.
LatinntiCe.
"Judd for the Defense" on ASV
defends • recteterna former pa
?iceman against a munier crane
Saturday
"ABC's Wide World of Elportio
coven' the Southern Sae stock car
(thenneensteP at Darbegton.
aod the national parachuting
ellaniplomhips at Tahlequah, Otle
NEC% -Maya" afters "The AM-
pur chnspiniey" Terry insists on
limiting a terrorised Indian village
to inquire about • man he be
heves may be his musing father
11111C's movies Ls "The Ptak Pan-
ther," starring Peter Sellers &nil
David ?Oven.
"Mann" on CHB promote en
episode that has the detective turn-
ing up murder and °aeration
Whet) he prubea the badrepound of





Conti nv ous Showing
-From 1 p m Daily
* ENT's TONITE *
"THE
HAPPENING"
* SUN.- MON. - TUE. *
SEM aalis Boma
nn. A Wog 4•0,3-
101
MCI IPA DM • NM MODS






Lornwnii, MEMPHIS, NASHVILLE and ST. LOUIS
and
Murray, Benton, Hazel, Calvert City, Mayfield, Fulton
Paschall Truck Lines, inc.
Louisville _ 584-24411 Memphis ____ 525-1415
Nashville _ 258-8661 St Louis  CE1 -3275
Murray  753-1717
INTERLINE TO MOST POINTS IN UNITED STATES
Use PRODUCTION CRIDIIT







• 0111000CTK36o Cat-Orr Sipaosarad
UP W. roe Iwo mama prodbobh.
• Ilipoyamola 4.• set.ed41•11 .4••• saps es brosese atAAA
. gosh 1.4~ I d.nrg.d mit. Bale miliamilm.
1•••• ant for 4.•••0 it. •••••• Si look
• Sp to 7 yews to pay se •••••In typos 017110m6
• CnneftI cr.ollebt• awyllon• - yid miner es ANL
• Wows or.sit is God aessemoif by NM isas Mao amnia
god ...derria.4 ran Sountabto no•di•
Ilimmlys See Tour PCA Pinot-
Production Credit
Attc;ciation
307 No stn ,:tr"t
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I SI
.•" iILL.• F-thNT • SVVAR • HIRE • BUY • SELL. RENT • SWAP • HIRE • BUY • jELL" RENT • SWAP• HIRE.
LOW COST
FOR RENT
NICE CLEAN rooms for college
boys, private entrance, 1614 litun-
ilton Avenue. One block from
M.811. Telephone 753-2555 or 753-
15766. 8ept.-30-NO
A19001118 FOR BOYS, 401
CIASSITIED MIS GET REMO
leth Street. Private entrance, park.
tog mace. Call 753-4771. 8-16-P
ROOM FOR RENT to college boys
Only. Contact James H. Ethridge,
Drahath & Jackman OD. Located
on the snare.
University students, 406 S. Etth
6-15-P
'2-ROOM apartment for rent.
ties furnished. no children Phone
753-3130 after 3 p. m. 8-15-C
3-BEDROOM HOUSE on Sycamore
Street, unfurnished. Phone 753-
__. 8-16-C
North TWO PURNIHNED monis for male
 LAKESIDE COTTAGES for college '
• .. • •1 'I • -
Spann & Wilson
• Nice 3 Bedroom Brick Veneer on Story Avenue.
• 24 Acres of Land, 4 miles east of Murray.
• 5 Room Frame House on 10th Street.
• New 3 Bedroom Brick Veneer on Catalina, 1 t baths.
• Nice Lot on Kirkwood
• 4 Bedroom Brick Veneer on Ryan.
• Niee 3 Bedroom Brick Veneer on Ryan.
• 3 Bedroom Brick on Ryan.
• Extra Nice 3 Bedroom House, 2 miles east Almo.
• Nice Big Frame House on 14th Street.
• 4 Bedroom Frame on 5 acres of land.
• Nice House on Commercial Lot 125x300
• Extra Nice Duplex. 3 bedrooms on each side.
Spann & Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate
Agency for The Kissell Company
- FHA & GI LOANS -
Guy Spann - Wayne Wilson - Charles McDaniel
sl6c
boys. Utilities, furnished. Cypress
Resort, phone 901-247-3315. 816-NC
UNFURNISHED, 3-bedrocan mod-
ern brick bane. Garage and breeze-
way, one mile from Univereity on
Ookbrater Road, Call 753-1299.
8-16-P
=Et "TOR SALE, one-half or
One-quarter. Call 753-3169 S-16-C
10' x 515"TRAI1..ER to married
couple, children welcome. Richer-
mon Trailer Court, North 16th CI-
tended. Phone 75$-3338. 8-18-P
PURIIISHED ROOM with kitchen
privileges for girls. 232 8. llth St.
Phone 753-5744. 8-18-11
NEW SMALL flitnidied apartment,
3-bedrooms, den, and kitchen.
Availabie for married couple or
college girls. Located. 100 South
13th Street. Phone 753-3914. 8-I9-C
HELP WANTED
PAINTERS, experienced. Oood pay,
steady work, vacation and Loam
are furnished. For interview MS
753-5287. 8-16.0
USED CAR LOT
Runny Bread on east
753.3018.
WANTED AT ONCE, radio and
small appliance man. See Bobby
Wilson at Bilbrey's 210 E. Main.
No Pirm• calls please.
 7VC
_
COOK as. WAITRESS wanted:
Apply in person at BYkra Cafe,
100 Maple St. TFTIC
DEL1YERY AND &ram boy. AP-
OF in person at Ovren's rood
lagerket, 1409 West Main Street.
8-15-C
WANTED: Lady to keep baby in
my home 14 day, beginning Sep-
tember 15. Reference. Phone 753-
7687. 5.16-C
MAN OR WOMAN to run Courier-
Jamul suburban motor route, ap-
proximately 4% hours each morn-
ing. Average saMing $35.00445.00
we. RAW, in 2. J. Cluvezon,
RoUte 4, Murray. 8-16-C
MECHANIC AND Assistant service
itatior. manager. $7500 to MOM
per veek to the right Pomo-




sizable. Phone 753-4616. S-22-C
CHIHUAHUA Puppies. Eies at
South lath Street, or call Tgagligi.
/3-19C
4
adjacent to BABY arms t.s. 3 in 11 p„ m. 
Main. Phone in my home. Oall 762.2164. 8-30-C
8-19-C
.AND NEW 2-bedroom brick.
ekiotric heat, air-oanditioned. only
2 blocks from University/ Available
itscrw. Call 753-6170. 8-T1C
One of US Works for THEM
CHATTER act
THE TOURISTS were as
I thick and busy as bubbles
is a soda, and Heidetberg Cas-
tle - Ito mina somber even in
the brilliant trunlight-abeorbed
its giant's snare of their high-
season assault They were
everywhere in town to be sure,
but mostly they were in. around,
on, under, beside, and atop the
700-year-old Palantinate ranch
house, gabbling In every tongue
known to man.
Which would have been an
right, except dant I was among
them.
I stood In the approximate
center of the castle's yellow
• glare trying to smoke • ciga-
rette without burning somebody
else's hoe
I peered through the triter-
iningling Indian saris and Indi-
ana pedal • pushers and, sure
enough. Von Zander was lean-
ing against the massive balus-
trade and mapping at the val-
ley with a camera.
"I've got my patsy set up. Or
I will, if you give me a hand."
• He clicked another picture




"Congas,- Man, you do Min
nigh, don't you?"
"He's Ideal: • red - necked
Klotz who, If I can knock him
out of his chair, I will succeed
at 8-3 Wouldn't you be deliri-
ously happy if I were to become
S-3 ?"
Von Zander chuckled heartily
and winked at me.
"Only If you gain full control
of the leak es planned. Only
then will I be happy"
I flipped my cigarette Into
the grass below and raised my
binoculars to focus on the win-
dow of Trina's apartment. it
had been a reflective, unpre-
meditated thing. and I was
brushed by • feather of rant
and regret and anxiety ell in-
termixed. I trained the glass on
a river boat and said, "As 8-3
I could control any leak you
name."
"That's a thought I like it,
too. But first things than: how
have you set him up?"
"The usual, with a few frills.
I've hired a man named Wolf-
ram Stark to act as objective
friend of the court. He's an old
CIA man, by the way. He will
Investigate the leak and dis-
cover Coogan is it."
"How so?"
"Tm having Stark and a safe
man invade Bad Hell. There will
he compromising pictures cit
Coogan In the safe there."
"How will the ph get there?"
"That's where you come in.
With your contacts, I dare say
you can arrange to have them
'arrive In the sire eventually."
ESPIONAGE THRILLER OF THE YEAR
by JACK D. HUNTER
i.roto the p.A.1,1,..1 by K & CO. eoi.yright
gel h D Hunter Dioomase to: Kane Vrettioa as-eh-ate,
"Too don't want much, do originally planned. Right?"
you? My lines to that pompous I nodded.
old sex fiend Poptopov are very I watched him drive off, won-
tenuous. I can't guarantee a dering why I hadn't told hire
thing. Poptopoir runs a tight that somebody was trying to
ship." kill lac
"AU we have to do la keep Odd sort, I am.
Stark believing the surrepti- • • •
nous entry is entirely on the I was very tired and the do-
t,ewçl, If we do, he'll find the pia preasion about Trirus persisted,
Iii4 pail Coogan to the wall." but I hauled myself from the
'What are you doing to keep chair and, picking up • crayon,
Coogan ip the dark on all of drew a cross at the top of the
this?" Kurhotel blueprint on the easel
-Only one thing, actually, and and started briefing Stark and
that's to keep Stark in the dark Harper.
about the time of the raid. Ole Pointing to the "Kurhcaei I
Coogie-baby trusts me He does- said, "This is a structure that
n't Lite me. but he trusts me. To comprises a hotel and spa The
keep It that way I've told Stark building is devoted to t best
that If Coogan learns of the activities on the surface but in
proposed Bad Hell raid and why reality it's the front for an
it's being staged I'll bold him- unfriendly espionage neaoquar•
Stark - directly responsible. I ten. The problem, in brief, is to
haven't told Harper, the safe gain entry to this building to
man. mything yet." open a safe there, to photograph
We turned and made our way the safe's contents, and to with.
through the castle, and if any- draw without the unfnendlies
body had been eavesdrop- discovering that the visit • been
ping- or trying to--be was car- made.
minty well - disguised, since all "You will be raiding Bad Hen
those within proper bug range Saturday night, I'll expect plc-
were fat, foreign, and fussing tures of that safe's contents by
with family. Moreover our spy- 0800 hours Sunday, team cap.
type talk had been shot through tam."
clenched teeth, no even a lip • • •
reader with a good glass might The next day I buzzed Rally
as well have spent his time girl Connell and asked her to sign
watching me out with the folder marked
"What if, in your raid, Stark Gidget. She brought It to me
discovers who the real leak is?" wordlessly and blank as UMW
"In that happy event I'll elm- and I studied its contents once
ply cancel Stark and blow the again, wordlessly and blank.
whistle on Coogan myself. The faced ILI usual.
whole Idea is to fool CIC suffi-
ciently to permit you and me to
work unhampered over the long
haul. I plan to destroy one
man's career In the process; If
Stark and Harper or anybody
else also get hurt that's just too
bad."
Von Zander nodded • nod of
understanding. "All right, to
summarise then: To protect the
leak you and I absolutely must
keep running, you've engaged
Stark to raid Bad Hell and find
evidence that Coogan, your
patsy, Is the leak. Stark, an un-
biaaed Investigator, will report
his findings to Chief, CIC. To
keep Coogan from suspecting
anything, you've kept the de-
tails in your head.
"If the raid by chance pro-
duces the name of the real leak
you cancel Stark and, as carte
officer, yourself report that
Coogan's the culprit. No matter
who make the report-Stark or
you - Coogan will protest his
Innocence. But the pictures of
him In a situation with a known
security risk will be prima facie
evidence of his own uneuitebill- All I had to do was to make
ty for 8-3 work_ He will be re- sure nobody elm found It be-
moved from his post and you, fore I did.
as heir apparent, will succeed
him. CIC will thus relax, be-
lieving the leak to be plugged,
and you and I can proceed as
As our file on the leak, it Was
skimpy, a lean package of leaf,
memorandums and status re.
ports which, when added to-
gether, said no more than that
a handful of wraiths with code
names like Juicy rtutt and
Cavalier and Rosebud had van-
ished into the limbo reserved fur
the failures among their kind
I pondered the pattern estab-
lished by the position and in-
terests of each case officer. But
there was no pattern. Each had
worked tndepei.dent of his
peers, and each intrigue had. on
its very face, no relation to the
others. There was no common
ground, no delicate tracery to
link the diverse elements, and
my grumpy examination of the
paper scraps was made no
cheerier by the omnipresence of
Von Zander and the ticking
clock.
Somewhere in this pitiful col-
lection Of paper was a whisper,
a thought, that would, it ex.
tracted and exploited, bring the
whole salad together.
A mystery man tries to get
rid of Kraft.
(r. Be Continued Tomorrow)
irtsm the novel published by F.. P. Dutton & Co 0,-,pyrIrbt fi tein. by Jack D. Hunter.




W AMID AT CHICK Pun:gaming
agent with addiraonal dutters in
personel. age 25 to 38. High wheal
or better education. Must have at
leave five years experience in pur-
1 calming office of some manur
conspany. Salary 9600.00 per
month and up to $600.00 per math
alter satisfactory wort. Jobs Un-
1 lingted, 1827 Broadway, Paducah,
' phone 442-8161 8-111C
BALM PERSONS, age 21-45, col-
lege degree. Wary $800.00 per
month paid sent-monthly for four
months. Company will train appli-
cants. Jobs Unlimited, 1621 Broad.




CUTTERS - W haerrOliher loge
of Cutters in. 4..1004 heavy duty
gear box Stump Jumper with tail
wheel, 4265 00; 2'-9325 06. Also 'Pell
type Vinson Trwtor Co., 753-4892
Aug. 28-NC
1989 sormAc c.tallass. 4-45oar.
power brakes and steering. Bee at
Starks Hardware. TPC
f.-ROom Store House at 900 N.






8956 8. of ,
R4041 at Bartasol
ass pogrrrAc
power, "tearing, W. Rea-
sugagle• ;30.0).• AMP
I - 1 '
BY OWNER. / 1-1Iedkofl house(
newly decorated, 2 betas, carport,
on large shady lot IV x 251', It-,
cited kt 1007 Payne' 'rrisnaterable
G. I. Lean. Cali 8berall . Outland
at 753.3186. 41-18-C
CLEANINOEST carpet cleaner 'yea
ever used. so easy too Oat
„Lustre. Rent elect -1c iittlimPo9K
Hughee Paint Stare. 8-19-C
12' x 15' RIDGE tIt:01 carpet ma
Pad: ThriPan range. Both in good
tendltion. See at 1417 Vine. 8-15-C
CHILDREN'S COATS, a toddler, 3:
two size 5; one sae 6. can 753-
2477. 8-15-C
SAL Saturday afternoon. 30-
inch electric range, air condition-
er, electrk inn. mama*, ciagbes.
owe 10, other deems amid
807 Bunny lane. 71118-5731. 8-104:1
and fast to '19.01119 
ribb*===t1.1ArFler











Melded Asat Ittratri that
utddr-Th
Hospital Report
rah McCtsiistiOn, Rural Route 4,'
Murray; Maw Leah Hill, 213 Wood.
Lawn. Murray; Mrs. Kathleen Cal-
hcun, Rural Route 3, Cadiz; mu.
Censu,s - Adults  I" limp ,E pa, Rural Route 6, Meta
Omens - Nursery . 11 Pay: RUnil1'Alpee"3,12 South 9th,
Admissions, Septinither U. .1967 IV; M INAIROM1bwerY. Kirk. -
Mickey MA -51841 MlisiORethei atm*, tt:44 -
only cents
m 
"' ware f 
Murray, Mni.. tie W 1103 Spa ifioC=F:
Pokipr Streit , " u 115 15th, Mur- '







viz, Rural Route 6,
Juanita Chiles, Rural





0-3, Renton: Entry boe DoWdy,
West Mayttekl.; Charles
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Idb tole& paksting. Hourly rate ar
J contract, interior and exterior. Gail
Wig jis Servilce. '183-83-59. 8.22-C
.HurraY. HE., C. If. Eland RE 




WANT/A WYATT, Lin& Puckett,
sad Brenda Anderson are now
seigilaysd at Patty Ann Eaton, 500
Desalis Street Owner and opera-
ag, 'Cliatnle Wksehart Operators,
/841-dbesass- Thornton, Janke Barrett,
Patrids Sans Open 7:00 a. m.-
6 p. m.; evenings by appoirstrnent
8-15-C
TS YOUR BUSINESS for ads?
Businesses tely For Dug Goma
dentisd sero mite or ad!: Byer-
finder System allmilan, Mo. 1131-C
- --
THE 41124ALD MYERS Med in
the must news ha auto theft is
rat the lieneht :Apes Oat
fkl ,-• •
Sorv 'cos Of reged
tzt ksr. - Dams switsin 1.100FS REPAIRED or repacsd,
gia1tern :sal 'ern Tit't bada-up - Sancta - gravel. Ism
- - 
HORSES HOBSON HORSES, mks.
training, boosting dans acid pee-
tore. equitation, stallion service.
larrited Riding Ring, Blackwell
Stables. Phone 753-8971. Oct.-34-C au
'ma 'TRIUMPH Weis me. Per-
fect' running conidillion. Priesd tea-
-KW ORSANtEATION SPENT
'VEARS TRYING TO FIND DR. scgmtar.
wE COULDN'T BE SURE UNTIL HE
WAS iDENTiFIED. ONCE THAT
WAS DONE, WE KNEW
we WERE RIGHT.
ETTRAW WANTED: Oat, barley.
wheat and rye $26 00 a ton de-
livered Lee Steele. Phone 52'791o)
Benton Ftoute Six. Oct -I-C
WANT TO BUY a used 2-bedronm







I AM LOOKING FOR A
PARTICULAR TYPE OF MAN
One who will take an interest in my business. He
must be willing to put in his full time. Contact the in-
dividuals I help Provide for him and learn the details of
my business, car necessary He must be aggressive and
be prepared to start immediately. The man who quali-
fies can earn a minimum of $1,000 per month I will
advance him further as soon as he qualifies.
-CALL BILL CAT'ES -
Holiday Inn - Murray - 753-59118
10:00 a. in. to 7:110 p. in., Saturday, Sept. in
1:34 p. mu. to S,UU p. 111., oUllttd). •Ncill I
Z OWE YOU AN
Aboo. -OA •-••• ••••••od
0161 5 Wood to.•.•••
( !LO ; ?-rtgler. )
c!irAg.eg
AND I ALWAYS THOUGHT























11 K THAT COULD
DAY.r.r BE TODAY!!
9-16
Oki b C)\-\5 
"*000SO1K E C .(1 §
2
--•
I'M AGAINST SNAPPITAL  
IkiWISHMEl4T LI KEW ICE, BUT WE \
GOT TO HOBE'', OUR BELOVED
KNG, HE SHOULD Ots1121 6I NS<
IN THE OCEAN!?
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00'.. & Allbritten„ Repair 
4 1,6410 Walls Zientricusavan, Clo sidery
  3160 
. 8upptiop  L327.„
 100.0o523 
Ani
- • • ' Ktit • Pool Co, (X Sup.    116




Isi• s o wafearataf. A
11111$ 
dam Pre Into
Kitt A P001 CO . Of 
014).Ul$
Obook's Men . We
Clohon Selebletleid. Stamp, 



























Aran Alidt„ U. Clit•- -•-•-•---ra--rn-----r-  1020
Mb lorles. *01 
t• WO10111boo IMIrs. II Of. .  1116
Thelma Mad El Or, . . . .  1010  ea warm Marliasit. ' 111. Of .  U.$4P7050 Mrs. Loyd Houstam.. U. CX   10.00  2010 Mrs. Sato Druoloc 31. Of.  11.0  LK Guy SIMS. II or.   18211,00 ura Dia Saincol. IC. C.K.  111$3 74 u.n. pupas Clallawaiy. lel OC.   10.0 3600 Mra. Mildred 'Dollar. El. at  LOAD  $00 Alre. trans Blase Z1 Ot  1144  1214 Ardeth Brandon. II Cif.    lldi1210 bhe Linda Doman, U. Ot.  11.0  7.111 1 We. Ralph Reeve*, 1 L CIL .    100Jeff Edwards, M. (X.   10.0:a I mitiff-, malt. ai. cr  . 10118IS 1 ifts. Dixie Pokier. 11. Of.   WA71  j Illte. Dwight Watson. U. Of.  1.226MS 'We. Ourpe Menne, U. Of  10.0012 13 Mlle Otiat. II Or.  12.311000 Mar Junes dray. Ei. Of.   100• .73 Ilio. mot rumor U. or  12.31MSS Oils Mier, EL Of. 
  10.0US M J theadoa. El Of    12.16028 We MOM INtroell. K. Ot.  .... 12.0role Ant awn. ar or  wasMae A. I. gnaw at or.




A 13 Beale & Son, atiophee ORD   &II MEW CD.Prth emu. 12. CV.  
 • ,%furrow Sup* 0o.. fitagilisis OUD  SAO T. L. Armatront EL Of. Orem Stmmona, afrivaal OKO    1.110 Mrs Oloya Butterworth, U. CV. 
2111 Lotus arawtord. U. Of 
v tee Bros., ouppl lea MD
Rudy B. Trend*  
9/1211111 Teta, itengord illabraremeriee
F.AiF.RAL FIND
lagenisid Disibeelmaisig WHAM
taigdayes1Verider - Far Assad ! Rm. Outabwi. EL CV. 
Hall MoOdiaton. POotaere  .. g Tali 1 C D. Scruggs, Et, Of 
I. B. M. Oorp, 01. 014). . 
,
r•  340 , Mrs Wendt& Albratten. Kt•Cir.
5,4i Oren Sunnams EL. Or. 
gift We. Maggie Boyd, 13. CX. 
' Porter. EL Of. 
OPUS a. tit. rani. U. or. 
1 Lou OIL 
Ms Carta M. EWE a. or.
1010Lambda MYera, El. Of.  11.00
10.00
  11.44
!handl; d Office Bugg*, o2.




ideCtiotest. slaseps  111.00Zit A. Pool Co , Sup.   *30tgeQuiday Printiog 063 Cir, Sup. ISAVat A. Pcol co. cmf.
0. W James. Amounting0030Panime Ira . floppies
Drammaity Ttmei 6. Swift   10.002. afforionear. or KY . MOO=   0016Mg* itoottor . Rope*  1,306 01)Melo * Alairaten, Repair 
4.311PM' Birk & Reedy Mg, Riga&   4716Mirray Issp$* CD., Repair 
 46.31By. MAD Trorouror, Rag At Punt  USA°liro. L. D. Miller. Jury . .  101We Mod Melugln, Jury 
Fume= EMprove, Jirry 
MIA Mt. Jury 
name Immesater. .... 
Bibb Oox. Jury 
.10.* Word. Jury . . 
Woodrow Navy. .Pa7 
Carrie Handon, Jury.  .
Mrs Pout UM*. Ais. 
Ws 0. R. Jaffrey, An 
L. ...11-dolo a,-.11a,
Merin Hosiest Jae,  








101: nagiel. emlawell (b.' °I
11 10 liervery Caddiwell Co.. Of.
Saber% 0 Miller Stamps  
Howard &hew 00. Of. SW.
riennuwstd 
U. 
. F Pille7Y0o..C°0f.°13up. auP..
Kirk A. Pool' Co. Of . Sup. .
loop Murray Monocrat. Ad. 





0. W. Jane& Anoostuting
• 1" Hervey Caldwell Clo.. Sega
la Wawa artica Adealme1. Of. Ma.
...1-111/ Howard mow 0o. OE alp. 
L" 'Abaft 0. Milker, MIteoey 
1.80 Kirk A. Pool CM CX Slip.
110 loft A. Pool 00.. Or. Salk11111
 -
105
IBAUna Jam, It. .   38131Odium, MEM 1301111, Bd. Dikiget  00.50Mrs. Elia mama. a AM.    16.00Au& Donetion. B. AM.   WOOOTO&B.O, B. A.  
 10.00R. D. McKinney. PI AM, 
Mrs. Lon Camper Sloptfte . 
UMW Coal & Ice Oo Cad 
lhad Leaner Oo stotodd 
Oro. aa Man. S.. Itudrut 
Oast Steabblatlekl. &is  
Wan" Ins. & Hood
ONE Inollsed, AMMO 
. .   MAO
 100111
  2718POIM-Thmen AM., Wirt gond A PA.  41111/1Sturm lArmjper Co.. Mono/ ....  UMI B III CIWio, /Atm Of WM. reartearer ai Tamer Ade    . 10311Wormy &AMOY COmPany. Supplies 0323  2140Vidor Hanrrove. Huang 0s0  $0.00Awls Cd Cormamy Oar Oil OMO _ t, 310
Jack Hopkins, Bal. Farm Cl*.    250.00
1/13/67 Total Damaged Dilmiiimenta
GIFNERAL MAID
Sebeliala at Debora, maga I/WS
amplayee/Venter - Far
!mice Overtly Jail Site  613000.00
Oa/byway C. Akhotton, Budget  300.00giagern Office Methock, Of. flop.   3726





Isom ram t 
Uordy Sam 'Wanda .
?Men Oempany. Inc., Mc& Mtn,
Beaus Dept Sore. Hopples
Amount Farris 00 Onniparty, Supplies On
Writs- Hargrove Hauling ONO
OatIon Mod y. stamilo0015 Ledger & Times. Of. Sup. 
14-13 0 W. Jima, Acrounglog 
21-60 Murray Wholuale 0 do. IMO',
WOO W edern Auto Store &wits 
Wald Drug Oornpany. &whs. 
Oalleser Soil Al., Duipplioo
awry Metro° Oaroporit guppres 
Oarsoilnity Towel Iler, Supplies 
Kit A. Pool Ch.. Of. Sup. 
Bust Janes. TIE. & 0051 
Aude Contemn, BM. AWE 
Illb Bld. AM. 
Ordmo chhitotl. am. Amt. 
ft. D. IMILinney. Bid. Amt. 
We. lion Oliver. Zap. A/0 
Oodp. Ag. KaL Ser.. Budget
5.00 
Jamas Ellairek Stamps .. 46 00i ,
'  1310.75
HIM Jonea. 111 & Lad 
Wm. lom Oooper. Ilip A10   74.11Co-op Ag Ext. tier , Ducipat  1190.00
Cbudtg Radio MM., Radio Skiul*.  CLOSOattern Conner. (blurt liaporter  %AO"tad Sten. Oopy Work  11.0Dr. J. C. Quenon:now eorolom  4.110Htuslion-MoDewid Muir. Sendai   4.710Madam Office Memoir illis CO& WOOI. B. At Corp., We. Con  44 46Wader Hargrove, Hewing ORO  Is 00
5/14/67 Tishri Itemised DilMiresammla $1110 46
GENERAL FUND
Schedule et Dialoarammis 4/11/17






  11.711marasaay Prewar ek----et   725Geo. CI Fetter Clo. Or Dip.  8 ElHoward Sham Ock, Cif. Sup,   74R. L Polk Oo Of. few.  12.36Egreatories. Inc.. Of. Sup  6 15Berra, Claldweil Co . Of. Sup  46.7itOdom fRubbletteid. searnise 


















660 00Cidttai WiD0011176Y. Truitit  2600






4/11/4/ Total itemised illOuriamenia  11,804.21
OPNER.AL FUND
Avisedele el Diabormiseata 3/0/07
Entoloyee/Veadar - For
  1710 Baltilwin leiw Pub. Oo Rev








Hall iloCtilmon, Stamps 














































































































  15 00





















SATURDAY - SEPTEMBER 16, 1907
(CONTLNUED FR,OM PAGE 4)
Harvey Ooldweel Go., Of. Ekm, 
Baldwin Lew P. 03., Law Boons 
_Hervey Caldwell, Of. Sup 
Kilt A. Pool Ce C. Sup. 
'sawyers Go-op. Pun. 0o., Lam OMNI' 
yormuiddy Prinittreg Co., Of. Sup 
Kirk A. Pool 00., Of. SW 
Tibitheliteir PrinUng Co., GC Sop. 
• 17t. 89, Claim FORM 
Odiu 1110012bledie1d, Stance
Ledger & Tunes. Tax Ade 
altars Radio Nina, Reap Mtn. 
Ott A. Pool 0o., Of. Sup. 
Addreis-Multraph Corp., Of. Mott. Mtn. 
0. W. James, AmounitiPet
Murray Lumber 0o., Weal 
larray Liam club, Brooms 
Gitimunity Tarsi Ser.. Supplies 
2',k Allag ,nan gigatlis WM. Ora 00, Supplita 
Douglas Hardware 00.. thiPlhies 
Hue/ Jones Repairs  
KIM A. Pol ' Co.. Cd. Sup 
lanes Blalock, amps
MAORMOW Praia' Chi CC aulP. 
HaPnis Oaldamil CO, Or. Sup 
And Jam, TIL & Dist 
NEra. Lass 00apc Sola A/C 
Smn Calhoun phms06011, Read= 
• Ag. SIR Sor, MAFIA -• 
Pwrdonl-lbumnme Agemay. Sballf Sand 
• *MS* Hargrove, ogo 
likkray Burrell Oa. ONO 
1
5/9/67 Total Itmelesd Disbursements
43119111111L FUND
Selnded4' d Deeburooments 6/13/67
Employee/Veeder - For
L., 0.- Winchester, Judge Pro-tem. 
* Modern Office Methods. (X. Sup.
113QuIckly Printing 013., Ot. Sup. 
alosularci 0. F. & Supply, Of. Sim. •
13611Ward Shaw COmps.nd, Of. Sup. 
*RIM May & Tod 0o., ablates 
limohootor priming oo., Of. Dup. 
11215 A. Pool Co.. Of. Ekip.















/Om Olisiths Erwin EL. Of.
Rosa Outland .21. Of
2421 Leelida bLyers,
1123 °oldie Edwards. U. Of.
wee M. Wendell Aillintiet., El.
Mrs. Jlon Allbritten, El. Of .













IllicKIniee• Una, 35. Of   11 hi
Ledger & Tittles& 8. Ballot & Env.  177.611
Southeen Printing, El Printing  601.17
Pisa Robertson. El. MM.  40.00
13. W. Shoemaker, EL Exp.  00.00
James Johnson, El. Ez1). 1/.60
Ruel Jones, 11c. & Diet  411171$
Mrs Leon Cooper, Dap AC  0723
Murray Oelloway Library, Budget ................ 2.50000
Co-up. Ag Man 8., Budget  660.00
Handy NANO, Tramp.   02.50
Curti. Willotighby Tramp.  25.00
Longer & Times, Ad  111
Murray Democrat, Act 1.10
itru moouroton. Paint Flag Pole  30.00
Carolyn Oonner, Oitirt Reporter  80.40
Murrsy Ocal & Ice Co Osate 0EO  8.1$









ROM Hell MeOuiston Postage $ 19.00
106.00 • Camera Shop, Of. Sup ..   53.80
4-00 1 Standard 0. F. & Sup., Of Sup.  22.28
3.00 Wincheeter Priming Co Of. Sun.  47.50
Chuok a R&M° Mtn., Radio Mu.  27.00
01.342-40 ShacklefOr, O. dr T., Audits  1.20150
0. W. James Accounting  102.25
Riohardsou dr Trevathan Audits  900
Ben Grogan, Jury 3.00• Mra. Tip Miller. Jury  3.00
Ruth Cole, Jury  3.00
Bailey Barnett, Jury  1,50
Guy Wilma. Jury  3.0020.14 Made Fuqua. ..hirY  3.00
100.56 Reeds B. Watson, Jury   3.00kgse mrs. Randal Patterson, Jury   3.00
97 10 Waiter °ocular. Jury  1.50an Ruch Mart, Jury .  3.00
44.81 Dory Hopkins, Jury , .  5.00$04 Robert L. Elnitt.h. Jur) A  1.50ga 19 Lou Ann McAdam Jury  3.00444 Woodrow Tarry. Jury
  Lig Huel Jones 'It_ & Diet 
ium Audie Donation Bid Asst. 
2.1.00 , Erik Haman, B. Awe
leg 1, Oatrisac Gromm, Bid. A. ,
Anima
$ 1.2500
garved Calchweill 0o.. Of. ass 
Kirk A. Pool Co., CX. Sup.
Robert 0. Milker. ammo
* Chuck's Hobo hen., /bubo /dirs 
Kb% A. Pool Co., of. SW.
Itigit A. Poui Co. Of. asp. 
Herman Dame& B. Of Supt. 
Beals Outland. Brd. Ot tape.
Dewey Cram. Brd. Of Dupe.
D. W Shoemaker, Brd. Of Sup,. 
Ky. State Treasurer, Audit 
0. W James, Amounting 
Zip Mfg. Company. elms. 
Pixedom Inc Supplies
Western Auto Store. Supplies 
Ouinntuotty Towel 8.. SuMillis 
Murray W. Gro Go., Ropes 
*gars ElecUic 0o., Regair 
$assie & Alkinetett BMW' 
lashes Pant Store. Paint
lyoroy Zeno, Painting 
MurMY Sun*, OcenPulf Point 
Murray Lumber Oo Repair
Herroy °easel& cio Of Sup. 
Cohen Sobledeld, El Oda. 
Quin Riley. a Q.
Will F. Ibeelhey. 12 Coon
owl Adams. El. Om.  
ladled Raganale. EL Of
Eva Moe McOanIst, U Or.
Mrs Flossie Hurt 1111. Of. • 
Mrs ober., Brown. R06. 
Mrs Leiton Chren, 38 .06. 
Mit Jame Parker. El Of, 
Chnidne Rhodes El. Of 
Clortion Crouch, EL Of. 
Rhod. Mon. El. Of. 
Mrs. Jedt Bytes, 35. Ot. 
Ray Hurt, a Of.
Jebel Aniber, 69.06. 
(iLNERAL FUND






























area mem. 35. or.  3516
Mrs. Rtelolph &nth. 38. C   lee
• T A. Oole, Zi Of.
Mrs. Runnel, IL Of.
LAM Grey Orogen.38.06. 
Muth Cooper. 35. Of . 
Lexie W. It Of, 
Charles Schulte. a. Of. 
15 Mrs C. Lane, El Of. 
Clertle Evens, E. Of. 
Job! Crawford, El. Of. 
E W Wright, M. Of. 
leote Noremorthy. El. Of, 
Millie Omelet 112. Of
Mrs. Duke El: 04. - 
Joyce Heroux, 80. Ot. 
Mrs. Loyd rains, El. Of. 
Jim Keel, El. Of.
Lorain* Fanner. 13. Of. 
t J. A. Abort. U. Of 
Otis Lovina. El Of
Wails Rears U. Of. 
Thefts PUthe. IL Of 
Warren Allbritten, 22. 01.
Mrs. Loyd Houston, U. Of.  
Helen Smoke, El. Of. 
Aubrey A hart. E.J. of
Mrs. Dallis Holland, El Of.
Virginia Galloway, El Of. 
Mildred Taylor, U. Of. 
• Irene Bteeell. El. Of.
ARUM Brantles. 81 Of 
Mrs. L Purger. El. Of 
Mn,. Ralph Reeves. 19. . Of. 
Jeff Edwards, U Of. 
Mr ORrien. El. Of.
Mrs. Dole Pakner, El. or
Mrs Dwight Watson. El Of  
Mrs. George Martne. El. Of  
Mt-161e Cox, El. Of.
Mrs. Jewelers Grey, ER Of  
• Mn. Ssult Finney, El. Of. 
09Us Riley, El Of.
M M McClellan. El. Of. 
Mrs Judith Daniell. El 01.  
LOLA Marl 1110, Fn. Of . • 
Bun Smith. El Of.
A B. thipth, El. Of.
Mrs. Calvin Scott. 33. Of. 
T. L. Aemistronit. El 07. 
bottle Ore0?ord, El. Of. 
Mrs. OlbSes lekteneortn, rt. of .......
• 
. ......
Mrs. Margie Boyd. El. Of.
13. M. Ford, El. Of.  
Janwe Poster, El. Of.  
















R D. 1108(booy, UI. Wait
Mrs Leon /Doom% Exp A C 
Ag. Co-Op. Ma. siftot, Budge& 
0011161may-41urra,y Airport. Budget 
CM. Soil Inip. Amen Mtn





6./16/17 Total Itemised fl j....
GENERA/ Ft ND
Salary 011abursenient• Ftseal Fear
LndIng June 36, 1967
Name
Iktrfkilatot2




Marks L. Hale 
Gordon Moody 2.10020
James Biala*  1200.00















$6,030.00 U R Leadter
4.800 00 Roy Sunken











Jessie Barnett, 218 L. Orvl 
Tex Lard), 112 L. Grvl
James Marlowe, 264 L. Grvl 









Jotm Roberts 53.1.. Grvl   10.60
4, 0. Woods 37 L. (Irv'  •  7.40
allia Bros., 4116771. "Amber   3138.11
Giurin Products, Oce. & ht .  77.10
Jerry Smith Oon. Paid. Ono. 71116  191.73
Gene Starks, Cort Tat  408.36
Vernon Moody, Dosing  2012.50
S. M. Halley, Distr. Fuel &  1,126.34
4 El. Beide & Sun, Supplies  1.02
razys Tire & Tube - 00.77us Mich. Oo Ldr. Reg.  4121
Pr.rns Oil 00., Service   5.03
Five Pcants Welding, Rep*  86.10
Fdt. Block & R. M. Co. Comb*  10228
Gardners Geroge, VVIveker S.  36.00
J. D Hendrick, Supplies  9.48
0. W James, Amounting   • 67.50
Ledger & Tunes, Ad BM  6.00
Pt. & awd. Go.. Neat 19,06
y Auto Pte., Peru;  9.28
*array Oral & Ice Co., Ted  20.00
*way Lumber 0o., 8'i35  6.96
=Democrat, Ad Bid   600Motors, Service  3.74
Roberts & Lovett 8. 8., lire Rep.   $4.27
Of Eliromon& ESP. A/C  /00.05
Oren Sinunons, Patty amb  u,e1
Taylor Motors, Repairs  159.8$
Teraou. Inc., Lube Prod.  2226
Waidrops, Refair
Weisyne Supply Co., Grck. Rep. 
W. Ky. R. C. Corp Used Pasta 
Williams R. dr G. Co.. Reiner
Taylor Motors, New IN•tx7k  
9/13/66 Total Itemised Disbursements *MAI
ROAD FIND
Schedule. el Dielsensisids 10/111118
Employee/ Vender - For
& Lovett 8. 8. woo
Oren Simmons. Exp A. 0  
Oren Skumons, Petty Balla
Taylor. Motor Oaripany, RepeL 
Ws/drops, Repair
Taylor Motior Company, Rapala. 




12/13/66 Total Itemised Disbursements
ROAD FUND





Ky. State Treasurer, Use Tax 
Preb Adams, 1.30 L. Gravel 
• H. B Clayton, 113 L. Grated
Euell Jones, 16 L. Gravel 
H. B. Kubn, 30 L. Gnome 
Ames Manning. 140 L. Gravel 
Western Material', 31911 T. R/Ft 
Sykes Bra. Lumbar CO., 4411903' Lumber 
(Rum Pcsacluota Metal Pipe
Gene Marta Oin. The 
Ella Popoorn Co., Dozing 
Ralph Etnemie, Dozing 
Homer Holt, Dozing 
.A B. Beale & non, Nide, 
terns Oil Company, Lobe 
Five Points Wekkng , Repair 
Gardners Garage, Writs', Ser. 
G. W James, Amounting
3.00 Murray Auto Parts, Part., 
272.16 Rrau.s Signs Ban.
26.00 Roberts & Lovett, The Repair 
21.73 1 lime Wheel Algtent Repair 
2230.00 Oren Sitnnions, Exp AC) 
Onso Rime:ions, Petty Bills 
Tailor Motor Oompany, Repair
Whayne Supply Company, Grdr. Repair 
Amorist
Ky. State 'Treasurer, Ilse Tai  $ 4.93
Roger Burt, 117 L. thsvd  23.40
Cituake Hutchens. 96 L. 0110111"
H. B Kuhn, 336 I, Gravel 
Carman Perks. 103 L Gravel
Hurler Ramsey, 239 L. Gravest
Fred Gardner, 1.2.2 Tone Ripultip  
Dees Basle. AC Eineraine, Dosing
3.00 Ralph Ernerine, Dosing 
54050 W. L Thom, Duldhlt 105.00
1500 Syliee Bros. Lumber Co., 10.103B' Limber  743.07
1610 Oeurin Product* Con. & Meta Pme  325.35
1500 Jen" Binith 0010 Fro& C. new   45,89
6711E779 1. M. sBET:;. °°113 :t .  1r ,P1PeLube Prod.  6/70
11,26
MOM A. B. Beale & son, Suppose  9.50
1.20000 parn6BrenclessouMtchoumpanyCompanY, eappe, Lcaderea Rep. 
  86.64 
  33.98
'14 11.75
  7000 Ave Ponta Welding, Repair  1.00
PALM Megskuurotile Recap Go., The 550
lipfluistan Auto Electric. Repar  35.10
503.25 Murray Auto Parta, Parts  5.30
1.20000 Murray Coal & Ice Co.. Die  3.00
10.00 0. W James, Aocouretng  8610
1100.00 Loger & Thum Saks Ad •  4.11
1.00034 18seter The Congsany, Tire Repair  
. 31420 00 Roperts & Lovett, Theis 
1•410 . 4;4$13 allnixkla• FOIT R101 
1.470.00 i Orr Sbnincem, Mop (A.'C 








1,47000 mew. supply. C,ornpany, Om*. alpir 




48000 Satellite a Dielearsomesia 11/6/86






s,-hfd.i. a Didawasmaam MIAS
Vender - For
WO Roger Burt, 180 I,. UM $ 36.00
ISM H. 13. Cia.yton. 1410 L. Grit  20.60
Ilia Chorus Hutchens, 70 L. Orel.   14111
10 00 H. B Kuhn, 96 L. Orel.  19.00
10 00 Isa Lamb, 80 L. Orvi.   16.00
sus
2650
WOO Ky. State Tema. Use Tel   11.09
 MO Dees Bank/A/C. anerine, Dosing 35450
UM Vernon Moody, Doling  1,3121$
 ILO W. Li Thorn. Dosing  9719
. 1114 1Ra3nnond Thom. Bak. Hoe  SOSO
10.00 Osukla readapts Oa. M. Mks $i C  104.17
1750 Gene ~to. The .  72/3
11100 Fred Gardner, 13-15 T R/R  2127
1180 Western MatereMe, SOX T RIR  30.35
10 00 Sykes Bro. 496e 1' Lumber  P7345
1110 A B. Beale & 800. Supplies  459
10.00 E M Baiiey, Dlmr. Luise Prod.  11244
11.44 Brandeis lich. Co. Lander Rep.  11.49
10 00 Ellis Popcorn Co Had Posts
11 44 Farra Oil Co., Supplies  
10 09 Five Points Wekhng Ramer 
1140 litecomb Ohre Co.,Reps* 
0 W. Santee. Aneourame 
Murray Auto Parts, Para 
Murray Coal & Ice 00. Ice dr Oooier
Culaton Auto Electric, Repair 
Motors Repalr
Fddem-Thurrnan Agcy. Insidrance 
Alberta & Lovett 8 El., Tires 
Naas Sec. 8. Repair 
Oren Renewals Ilit/AC/
Oren Simmons, Petty BUM 
Teo. Inc., Lube Prod, 
Whayne Supply Co„ Grader Rep. 
Women Post Oo Poste
Wortimen's Auto Rep Fterwcr





Mama112.50 Empleyea/Vesdar - Fri.
 16  osioxas6 2 Bi6° 2 11'47* 84411/ °°"'sn'Y• "ft stabas Omaha, fleritid
 1,8,$e
Ky. State Treasurer. Use Tax  35.11
John H. Jones, SI I... Game' 
10.00.11 B. Kuhn, 30 L. Gravel   7110
130 '79 Ties Lamb, UM L. Orme*  .  MAO












Ky, State Treasurer, Use Tax 5 4.76
H. B. Kuhn, 90 L. Gravel   111.00
KWh' Islietiman, 68 L. Gravel  13.60
Olirlean Poets. 151 L. °ravel 30 40
A. 0. Woods, 121 L. Closed , 
Western Mausnals, Lime S. 1111191'LR/3.46TRR 
Hera= K. Elks, Dosing & Marlys 
Vernon Moody. Doming 
W. L. Thom, Doming 
Gene Starks, Con, The
Fred Gardner. 1215 Tbois 14./R 
Saes Bros Lumber 0o.. falieW Imam 
E M. Barry, Dare, Lube Prod. 
A B Beale & Son. Supplies
Brandeis Mch. Co.. DX Repair 
Farris Oil Company, Gas & Oil 
0. W. James, AMANAling
Ky, Lake 011 Oueoparty, Anti-erseef 
Mack's Point & Red 0o., Neils 
mistray- auvral Oubne, Kaalles- ------------
M.urray Auto Potts (o.,
Murray Quit & Ice (lo.. Ice 
Parker Motors. Repair
Pittsburgh Plate Ohm CO., Olide 
Purdom-Tburman Agency, Yeti res. 
Reberts & Lovett 8 8, Tires 
Oren Simmans, Zapf/.
Ora, &minima. Petty Bills .. 
USISPcia. &war • . .   ISM
Waller Wells, Rock Renew*   5.25
410
Whip* Supply Cougany, Ckrdr,
*Magnin Auk) Repair, Repo& 
W. I. Owens, 154 L. Gravel  30/0




Weliern Auto Store. Peas  




Ky. State Treasurer, Use Tak 
is/ IVO
• 
  10 00 J/11MO MAIIIIII*1 120 ro. CITA*
•  10 00 ALEC Wadkins, 143 L Ord, 




Schedule of Iiiiibewasmeati 111/1SAS,
Vernon 4,00 r , le H. Moine • • •
Sykes Bros. Lumber Co.. IAMB' LUmber 
Chemin Pro:Mita, ite 
E M. Bailey, Dlat.r., Fuel At Lubb 
A B Beale & Son, 'Supplies  
Perri" 011 OoMpaity. Supplies 
Interstate Buttery 0o., batatey 
0. W. Jame'. Aeocountinb' . 
M & if constratkin Go, Refpfgr Fait 
Mecies Pivot & Ifwd. Co., Wig 
Murray Aubo Parts, Parts 
1-
4, '
H. B Gao•ton. 176 L.. Orand  35.00
Charles Hutchens, 391 L. Gaya  62.20
Men Jones, 79 L. Gravel  16.20
H. B Kuhn, 75 L. Gravel  16.00
J111111119 Manother, 671 L. Goso/rd  MOO
James Manning. 377 L Greed  130.64












Adams Orn Iron Co. Repair  6.60
Z. M. Halley, DUO.. Lubo pie&  2 16
A. H. Beale itz 19nn, etipeaa    681
500
Ord r Iip 
Parts
ante tiro& Lumber (36,4135W Miami
Vernon Moody, Dosing .....
Adams* Welding Shop, Repair
E. M. Alley, Dion . Lube Prod.
A. B. Beak & Son. Supplies  
Five Pointe Welding, Repair  
Osedner's Garage, Wrecker Oar 
Hanel Lumber 0o., Roof Materials
0 W. James. Amounting  
Lovett Bros S. 8., Tires &
Mack's Pt &Hwd. Co. 1011116  










P. IL Stubbiefield 201 Clairell62.85 
E C 233 L. Gravel 
19.00
47 00. Merles Hutchens, 60 L. Gravel 
2050 H. B. IV' 71 L. Grand 
41-010 Toe Iamb, az Gravel
e 2126 Keith Letteenset, 36 L. Gravel .. . .. --
341.00 Jainee. Manning. 436 L. Gravel
50.00 Mrs Johnnie Roberts, 71 L.. Gravel .
Western Matenals. R1la HMI
Ky. 801140 Treseurer, Dee Tax
Herman K. Ellis D011-1311 
Vterem Moody, Dolour 
Seam Bros Lumber Co 898B' Lumber 
eurin Products, Tile
Gene Starks, Con. Tile
Adana Orn Ir to.. Repair 
1/10/67 Total Itemised Disbursement.
ROAD FUND












































E M. Bailey, Dietz', Fuel & Luta   1,034.17
A. B. Seale & Son. &waft' 926
Five Ponies Weeding. Rea&  1.1.60
J. D. Hendrick, &what  4.54
U. W James. astermiligg   107.50
Ky. Lake Co oo., flumato  10.30
Murray Auto Parts, Parle  727
McOulsten Auto E. Co.. 22.28   10.11
Roberts & Lovett S. 8., Tina  75.71
Oren Stounons. Erp A. C  1.25.00
Meek & Aen,Reimer   11.67
Taydor Motorr. Company, Repair  18.54
Wham's* 8upply ocomarry, Ordr. Rep.  317.83




Roger Burt 380 Li ()ravel  $ 73.00
la°'00 , Jane Bernett. 106 L. Gramil 
LL1.511 A. O. Woods. 193 L. Ocala 
3164,Al° I Western Materials woo Sow  
NO. ~a Treasurer, Use Tax 
edam 6171ses Bras Lumber 0o., 131 LB' Lumber 
14.33 °mil° Pludulge. TU0 
15,46 ir:14.11larnonatscliMmooks7.111Dasings 
bum




Pim Poona Welding, teepotr, 
ism Kribteii Hateeri
nom 0. W James. Accounting
Lovett Bros. EL 13 fiendoe  6/50
16.76 Murray Auto Porta. Part 
nu  Oren carompono. nop/A/O
Ins Taylor M9thra. Repter
mos Wbiwne .pgr CainPulF.
bad. & 0. Co  5110
1/14/67 Total Itemized I) bibarsetneets
ROAD 1, I ND
Schedule of Disbereements 4/11/1 7 (11aeteel)
Employee/Venfer - For
Tas Lamb, 51 L. Gra Vp11 
H. B. Clayton, 143 1.. Gravel 
James Manning, 300 L aroma  'sun
Western Idaterals. Lime •  30.1.5













Murray Coal & Ice Clo , roe  500
Roberta Oil Company. Oil  .50
Oren Simmons, Itip. A. C   12600
Oren Sinimons, Petty Bills   4 20











4/11/67 Total Itemised Dielburneenenta
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MAR ABBY A neighbor and
I had • chagreernent whickt I
h e you can sect1t• fcr us
I Aoki Joan drank wtrie and
my neighbor mad it was grape
Moe
She mid ha& to black days
they chin/ hium sine - arty
grape }tare But to the Eicriptares
▪ leantions "drunkenness - and
Malik can I get drunk an gage
Juba No how abyut ChM°
Also how came grape Juice la
used m communion ingtend of
wine • And does • good Christian
ewer di* wine' Harem to hear
from you skeinJ am, TOM %MO
701.137. MR& H C
DZAR Mail B. c : Grapes. left
standing. beams fammented. and
fermented grape Jre IS wtse
be Catholic chnieb. wise, sat
IT juke, h nagil hst
dies akvhdlle bensraiina artee
grape Sane lesalealloil-
el felt 19.•94
Callhetle Pretestast, sad Jewish
elergy agree that mow 'gear
Cbrietasse Oise WIMP, bag a
-gear sem at say Math Mimi
when te gift.
• • •
DRAB AM"' There la selall.
th±t I have above wendend
about When a woman takes a
married omn SEW Dont his wife
and faindy. is Me teer happy
with that 1•11•1 RZATITZ1.2111
DEAR SEATTLELITE: Same.
them lbw% the the mum= wile
bays ameedbmad vamoose edam-
re She enamel ease Mew it same
frem - a• lams am IS what
• • •
aniel ABORT kV neter-m-lia
1101110 to • lesidemnialker doh,
of Midi I am not a moither
Eft Sias ter oonlidasee to her
dal 111101105. m whenever It, her
Men OD entaribin her dub ah•
geed WIZ to plan the Immo pre-
ewe the fond end take it to her
home Twin die Swam me to be
a -.nest" ao III be right dare to
be her serve it
I nornalte wouldn't mend but
her tom to be homes usually
mows at a very inconsen.esra unie
eV Me as I haw a Oman of my
ISIS to do thine, for Doesn't It
sem m you RIM if my siner-ri-
lbw didn't tell ineopetent to en-
tertain her eld• the newer should
joined 111 the iset plane'
te9BD
WAR USED: It arson le me
last yew dellIrde-lan hate k0449.111
all Mang thnil sibe's had an son
a time bele. (Toe Ten real be
"war Is MU =anew miasma
year ontegmlit obi emperatlea. SO
✓ We aM04.4•1163144 I. 1490am.
maaste bee tram die ado. de.
Van Barer
cline.





WOmens Amoolation of First
Plesbyterian Church will meet
In the home of Mrs. WW1= Mei
ei $00 p. m Il&s. Robert Nnenoln
us be the ambang bastion.
• • •
Tuesday, Septemitee _
Muway Ably No. IS Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will







The Town sad Ocamtry Home-
' tnalorrs Club wig meet at the
• home of Mrs. Hobert Hopkins,
• • • 1500 Cardinal Drive, at 7.30 p. rn
DEAR ABET I ant attended
the funeral of • rte, bed_
been ailing for many years and
the faintly was aware of it She
mentioned many times during her
Inness thee the waridered new
some imembera of her famity had
not come to me her She tad
newer quarreled with any of them
or had any mmunderstandlogs.
After she maned away. them
very rehear*. who had Ignored
her during her Ulnas sae the
Ora to arsive at her limenit P.
rd t'd - •
Can you tell me why some peo-
ple don't haw the tine to vial
a sick prism when he's alive. but
time to go to the fun-
ning. Winn I it, I dont care if
Sigralhe winchme floerrrs or comes
to my Roma] or not because I
won% twee the difference
But ff I am OL rd hke see
a tow Wiliam and rd aim Eke In
Imes a am Domes while I calii
MB smell than BIM OF PROMS
• • •
Troubled' sync* to Abby Boo
07141, Los Angeles Oil 90000.
Per. a perminal T. Inclose a
illiomed self -addressed errireamt
• • •
Rate I. write betters"
Se Alley. Rea WOOS Loa
Oa_ 99609. tor Way's




IS Joyce Omper october llet
bilde-elect of Riliffet Houton. vas
homored with a personal Mower
▪ MIlmbat seglmilar Mt at Ow
knob lams et Mrs Paid Milt
Ilmainille Mr the occemor. won
idlet Mina Mala and Mas 1./ala
Mai Oooper chow to wear fro=
Weemmit • row adored dram
11111k feigheRthes Shore She WM pre-
gnant • aesunge as white carne.
Um Her mother itre Arnim
1011119nt wares navy tine *miry
4011111 with mateling Mom Lbw
Thema Ihmillen, mother cf the
gromiellect. more a navy blue *r-
osy &en with triarching dews
They *err presented comps of
tanations.
law many lovely gifts •r.r.
40 111 the living room of the home
• • •
Ilse Faith Doran Cade of the
Pint Methodist Ctemch WEIC19 wIll
meet at the home of Ms. R. A.
Johnston, Olive Booleverd. at two
p to.
• • •
Circle I of the nil* Methodist
Church WHOS wall meet at ties
social hall at two p. ni with
Mrs. Claude Farmer and Mrs.
Rothe Purtiony sa hastens&
• • •
'The Martha Chapel ' Methodist
Church INSOLE; will meet in the
; home oi Mrs. Mobeln Henley at
seven p in
• • •
The Musk Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will nave
a patio potluck supper sod leg
along at Me dub house at 6:30
p in Hostesses are Mesdames Mau-.
nee Humphrey. James Boone, Lar-
ne Cart, Bobby MoDouael, Clyde
adenoma. Id 0 Caninia. Muria
i And. Mel James R. Allibiltiten.
• • •
Chratien women's Fellow-
ekiM of the Past Cbristain Church
will have • potluck tugger at the
church at 630 p
• • •
The Brooks Cross Orrie of the
Pint Methodist Church weCi3 will
MOM at Ow home of Mrs Don B.
North lath Street. at CM
p. m Ear a mad supper
• • •
flagetigiber IS
I The Pottertown Homomakare
Club will meet at the Baldry Inn
at W30 a in wah Mrs. Hawke
Odeon as the he.
• • •
lie Wrillieflan Cade at the Ping I
Mettiodat Church WINN all mast
at the home of Lbw Beds Broach.
504 South ieth Orem, at 7-30
pm
Rettmetimmite were awned from a
Maio, tubir onoiaid with a green
*ebb coati and detonate* WWI
Mods and center piece at Adam
Television Schedules
MONDAY, sErrEmara 11B, 1947
WSM-TV WI C - TV WSIX -TV
MONDAY AFTWANOON psocemrs_ _
,
. . :Ma Leta Make A The . BigI New I Pear Illovni;4 :,. MAO Mawr, .
k -OS Maw I .





The Oda COM will haw*
had air amends at noon
Ibilosile Lam Spann and
IOmagh/ Hine
The ladies day lunc.wma
MOORat be.
County Country Club MOMS
are Menlernen Buford Md. WI-
N= Jen'rey. Brent Pbim.Mor-
ten at. Baker. Earn Knight, M. C.
Wayn Doren. arid .1 IL
Cioneerse
lite too Ilherw I
16 : Weaker
-34 Heatiev-nrieb- Wees
41 bey Resort 
tag News .1




if:thi 'a-reline totiey-7 ygewebeot













••• I Syy. I "
"
The Darr Show
Andy Griffith Telmer Squad
Paragy Affair Peyton Mew
Caroi finesett inVoiiTfhe
• •
•,0 IS • 40 Mem
IV'.3" 78f81401 1 Show














The 8111109101• mei Professional
TP/omein's Ckib will meet at the
Worming. Ca.& Hour at 6 30 p m.
• • •
'11w Home Department of the
Woman'. Ckib will meat
at the club ham at 230 p m at
She dub home Hanumes are Ms
chum J T Elernnirea. Mee nme.
Oakes Curd. Bun flerenn. Noel








at the home or
Mrs Ted Canntedarn. Cabala





Murray Woman's Club will have se
alien meeting at the chat Imes at
noon with Mae Qweiss Mum
%law es apeaker. ficatemes me
Meadarnes Hon Crewford. florims
Hatiges, Louise Dick, .1 I
Mom Roman Henry arid °apple
Beale.
noes Marian Nay Pena
Mr. and Lbw su IC Page ot
Idluiveg Route Fairr sanounce the
empsamosnt sod spoweenimi mu-
rage at their elided timatter. har-
den Kay. to Dan Ddlowt Garlerod.
son ot Mr. and IS.. Bruce Gar-
bend of 103 Chains Parm Road
Miss Potts le • lad graduate of
Osiloway County Redi School Ithe
h now cargdond waft illoone's
Cleaners Mr camiond is erapioyed
by de Ithfitate Tem Company






• Laths Young brkle-elect
of David Duncan, ma the hanone
at a datorhefully panned tea *VW -
es held at the Rat.oom of the
Hollicky Inn on listindily.
manlier 9. hoot two to Ma o'clock
In the afternoon-
The gracicass haitames Oar the
event were littemisines Pnina
tee /limy ilyiuss. lam Work Jer-
ry Grogan. A. C Benders W. I..
Polly sod Ralciph Howard.
Rowhing the Maas with the
honoree were her nollber. Mei Al
fred Yc ung. and bar adramilidd
to be. Ulm Ueda =Ma --
Mao Toung anent to maw he
the occesien • Innidilatt Rada at
dive green Imat fedudmi a We
Istisliti • See bassasawf .110 ow-
▪ was of rili* large/ essaades
Her mother woreon Matrimp
Bard, rose adored holt Mew
Ioduilng • hues rolled aid cod.
Una.
Tbe guests Imp Ingliteredby
IS Clem Imago Tonol. twew
Cd the IMM 9•••••• yes cif
pink fancy eivamon,
The besselfellW appoinuvi Is.
mists um towered ny es litiooraad
linen dna which harsi em-
broidered sad sigelleuell Putter
takm of pink sanst will. M•1114,
nub. and oranhaer7 Mich slim
sweal from bash IOW aPP051111
• • •
Ter Poothan Partan Dam. VAI
be held at the Calloway Courier
Chantey Club from nine p 111 313
Ong • in for adult members and
Mot out of towo Mesta Thai mg




A emillorpleee et alas Aral plot
autedias surraundlag a memo
bminigg saarieviebre me me point
fit 11114111111 of the be tabor
Mons tenni rabbis. Ann
am se Mmiter Claw ond Judy
Hcheard amistad as cohostemea
What's New
New for the hone beta-4er is
a cordless electric "pumpernotio-
pour spout that will be any bot-
tle At the touch of a fingertip,
The crony ORR were displayed
on white Onset covered abbe
One hundred seal twentYllas





Members of Derada Moore Oa-
th. of Tine Presbyterian Ctageh
wanton were gueas ot Mra AS-
• Trmor in bar home on Amu
Avenue cm Mont* evening
The meeting sea Maned by the
dainnan,Sirs Waiter Baker who
belied the devotions on the Year
Book of Prayer ter Mielores, and
destelbed the ralltion at of the
dnitimloation in Menne and in
Tladiseld The amid offering was
received for Its Feilloweedp of the
Least Coin Anationorment
node of Waddle Amodation
mooting on Highindeir
Mrs Old Milmelon vice at
dent end prow= chairmen, pre-
minted the moms • RS In moat
dome form Mich produced excell-
ent dimaolois IBMs Me• Bator
angeted as sonistorner
Itre next owing of Dome,
Moore Choke *011 be in the home
ot Mae RUfle teeWe on
October 9.
It will shoot enaerdf trio unnutlI
of beverege degmel Into a glom
And a mix and "your -o-ovaties
gaits container maim drink, M
amontis with * da de nod





SUNDAY, SIEPTEMBER 17, 1917
W Slid•TV W LAC -TV WSIX•TV





Movi• I The lAtrie Ranger
I Mee Road
I Runner
, 10 'Centex Show







... -.) :46 "
T, 4110: -Wor ilet R Dald --- I cterl ABC's Wide World. 4 .16 Golf
:14 " 
I " 1 of Sports
1 My Three Sam "
himi :it " I -
rano Onde . 
-It "' I - I '•
.34 Porter Waggoner 1 Roger Rudd I NCAA Preview
• 46 Shot, I News I Special
Carl Tipton Show
The Stoneman',
I Johnny Quest F-The kre-PareMnian
I Adventure - -A Show
I Tank In Mores" BAC Wide World
I  _ " of Sports







- • RCA* IrootiTiall -
EMU at Tel AIM
, .
SATURDAY MINING PROGRAMA
•be Flat t and I Ne webeat Rat Patrol
i. 










Get Smart I • Lawrence Welk
Show
:110 Roam sad I Hogan's Heroes
:111 Marta
:45 • •-' 
I PetticoatIle louses-Is 




Junction lnm ▪ Honw
Judd ▪ for the
Defense
:80 New. -1-Yeews
15 Weather Sports Weather.
- 30 Movie Films of
46 "
Sports










Calloway County Road Fund
,CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6)
ROAD FUND
Schedule of Dakeelameats 5/9/67
12rep40yee/Vendor - For
Relth Letteernan, 113 L. °novel
Jambe Manning, 315 L. Cowed
W. I. Owera, 104 L Gravel,
1114iar Williams 13 L. Greed
Western Illaterimla. Inc., Lime atones
Hy. State Treasurer, UM Tax  





  100 80
 2O0







  6.110Adams Welding Shop, sou  
S. at Bailey, Dan . Pteat & Itoibe
A. IL Beale & 8052, Magipilee  
Five Pointe Welding. Repair  
Oirtitiers Garage. Wrecker Ser.  
J. D Hendrick, Supplies
  110111111
11.61
  be is
16.00
1.00
Hopkineville Recap Co., 'are Repels  5.00
Diterstate Battery Co.. Batteries  ALM
0. w James, Accounting ....... o  10.90
Lovett Bros 8. 8., Ttres  301.11
klact'a Pt. & Rini Co., Nada    6.70
Murray Auto Parts. euppilsis  11.0S
Murray Supply Company, Napa&   3.79
Onin 81rnentem Rep. A/C  10019
Tagior Motor Company. Reps&  389.29 I
Waldrop's, Reps& ....  30I5
Whayne Supply Co., Ordr Ftepair  818.33
•
•
5/9/17 Tits/ Itassied Dideraismais KAM
ROAD FUND
Itmalaa Dablememnts 4/11017
innoleyea/Vsaillar - For Amend
IL U. Clagton. 123 L Gravel 9 WM
James Manning, 46 L. Orared  14.40
W. I. Owens, 186 L. Gravel 0010
Mrs. Johnnie Roberta 318 L. Gravel ISM •
/Draw School, 4 L Lime
Western Meterials, Lime & Rip Ra,p  144 TO
ley. be Treasurer Use Tax
Ilytas Brio. Lumber CO.. KIM' Lembo! II 1g MOM
Hugh Mardixi, The  SRO






AM Farm -Digest Tom And Jena
L
1  :16 Report M • :30 Movie I Underdog
:45 •
  Barmen K. =Ka Door. 
Harold Boonton. Dosing 
Vernon Moody, Doling









Itereets Heise Nnow Your Bible
• Milton the Moniker
it - • 041 Gospel
SO "





Look Up at Lam Peter Totem.),










 I Natio, 
1/111 
111 Prestlore et
a 1 beta y Belt e More Answser
NFL tooth& II - At- bimess Lad
:45 Pal
• • ,













11 ' I Championship
44 "  1 ['owl tng 
I 
.
7 1: kr: - Bastes The 11,11 raw I Ware Fargo
16 at Oakland Meow $'  , rift.eariss-a- Prat Aimed Illar A: nen I " I '. I Amateur Bear I .
41 • I "
If ' 1 Illet Centers'
16 "
Me Frank McGee New*
41 Retort iv.t.ttor e• e I•
SUNDAY FNENING PROGRAMS
* (4I:30-7;3O A lighthouse Captain has '1 I1 engage-
est." with some very unusual friends on WALT DISNEY.
CIAM.
1 lir
A4 Dateli TMne O r -1- Lamle 
Oen ;le Ben 




.46 World of ! " " 
* CULT7:3114:041 Warrieymooning with your in-laws? Ugh-
yer Might In color watch the MOTHERS-IN-LAW.
VII Co-ior




"  I 
.
•
. I Ild Sullies* I 7%0 Pm
* CUL 44:N-):H itette-Wndlane trap Cartwrighta in i
Imit ditch stand--firey settee on premiere of BONANZA._





it.-tidirTIFH.10 : WM-dna" di f f i c u I ties plug Apache attack























MR 0 C Wags 
apemsg her
home an South PIM direst for
the Maw* dinner misiling held
by the S59111117 1R11111W ached
Clem of the Pint Beide Meth
issid cm Monday evening.
The obus teacher. Mt • 3. P.
Rogers, installed the riSPW eiffierra
sal a ago ineweestve way with her
gesipttne reading frOM the digh
chador of Jeremiah
Onions are Mrs R.. A. filinker.
praddent; Mrs. Lottis Jones, vic.e-
Nem, Report
reWP11116
president. Mrs Oerile Weans,
notary. Mrs Ray Buckingham, tre-
asurer. Mrs Math Wilson, amid-
ent secretary-tremurert Mrs. Vs..
tee Orr, modal; Mrs. Orville An-
derson, program: Mrs Rudolph
Thurman, flowers.
Mot Roger. 14410 13 moving to
Losawale was present.ed with •
going away gift f03911 the clam by
Mn, Welk, retiring president. vitio
road a !pedal mem.
° 7̂10) Allen" of "In The Gard-
en", the clam song was held with
Mrs Venter Orr cat the piano.
Ochcatmere for the emoting were
'Mrs Orr and ?Are Haiti W111011.
Twenty-fire members were pragent.
MSC-
SIMI 4
• M Batley. Dias . Lobe Prod.  MAR
A. B. Beale & ean. auteihne  OM
Ply. Potnts Wekling. Repair   MAS
G. W. Jb.mes, Accounting  10150
Lovett Bros 8 6. Tires  1175 M
blanes.y Auto Parts, Parts  792
Palter Motors Repair   16.33
1571
Oren Sammons, Rep A C  126.00
Taylor Mown,. Rola* SUS
WalcirePl, RePtir SAO
W e Bugg* Alma*   111111114
Thuths William. Clam Billgo  IBM
114adt's,5P1. & Hwd CO. Nods
Wilson Inearanor Agelnr7. Insursince 




Roberts 01.1 Company. Supplies
Oren 8Imrriona Petty Ribs  
IOAD, rtrin)




H B Kuhn, 022 L Orwell 9 law
James Manning. 1113 L Gravel WM
Reath Letterman 116 L. Chard   WM
Mrs. Johnnie Roberts. 399 L Gravel 1914
W I Owens. 12 L Gravel .    ... $AO
Western Materiels, Inn'. 30 1 'Dm Lime  111.10
Ky. State Ties.. Ues Tax   1411
Vrt-nnn Moody, Malty  IMMO
W. L. Thorn. Latin  MSS
Saes Bros Lumber 00.. 41141.93 W UMW OMIT
Omni) Products. TIM
Gene & Jerry Marti, Tbe  
Lovett Boa. 8 8, Thee
It Si. Haney, Dior_ Fuel & Luhe
A. B Beale & Hon. Buppbets
13. W .5411111911. Accounting
Moot 's Pt & lewd Co Nails 
Murray Auto Parte, Parts 
Murray Call & Ice Co.Moe 
PIMManth Phis Ohm, Ohre 
Rake Mow Mgt=
Retests Cal CO. Fuel 
Oren Simmons, Petty BOIS 


















Taylor Motors. Rego& 
Whayne Supply CO. Ordr R. 









ROAD FUND Oolie 13. •1/411/11   3.01140
Salary DIshumenieste George Odigill   3.001 60
James B Admi  2.800 70
Hardy Outlond _  34515 00
Robs Ikeda  2071 90
Akin • Oalsman ..... 15360
2232 70 Minn* 11 Cherry .... 106S0













Meal Year Yeaag 0.411/07
&dal Security Fund  .51,310.10
'row NON•liestalaid ((ther) 91110.10
0
We're S-t-r-e-t-c-h-i-n-g The Day!
ENIX INTERIORS
WILL NOW BE OPEN UNTIL 9:00 P.M.
THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
For Your Shopping Convenience
WALLIS DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
isr per Drys, PreseriptiOn end evallri Need*
WI WILL MI MOOED trent



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE LEDGER oSt. TIMES
PUBLISHED by LEDGER & TIMES PUB/JOKE= COMPANY.Cons...woe uon of the Mcooky Lectger, The causeway Timm and lbaIlenee-Hareark October 2u, 1928, And tb•W4Keeduckaan, JemmyI, 1.114.2.
JA MMS C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We , the nest to reject silo Advertising, Lettere to the &Mar.or Ilkiee Mos which, in our opinkao are not for the best in-ter elf mar reader*.
Nrielneem.. rzPaisiarraTtviek WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1549Mailime Ara, Memphis, Immo, Tim & LA.fe Bldg., New York, N
Staphimen Eleko. Detroit, Moila.
taitheed at the Post Getsco, Usy, Itemaday, for tram:Melon as
Second Class Matter.
staissurnor RATES. By Cosner lib Moira& per meat 25c, per enimih
Mil la CaLloweir and edielmng ecsailim. pro year. kW* elsewhere, 0.115
Owietemiliag Civic Am* of • Cemswesar Um
lempary Os riewermar"
.1111.11.
MONDAY SEPTIRCIIIIR 18, 1967
Quotes From The News
• L5ITD r Talt•T ION AL
CAIRO - Egyptian President Gainal Abdel Nasser, eulo-
gifing his former Vice President Abdel Hakim Amer Who re-
portedly committed suicide:
-None Of my brothers Was as dear to me as was Amer."
rO.
le LONDON - Viadilheu M. Va.sev, Soviet charge in London,
conomenUng on the action of tile British in taking Rated=
Miblitieist Vladimir Kachenko from a Soviet Jetliner:
" . . . their action In boarding the plane, foreehilly re-
adleing Mr. Kachenko from the plane, isolating him from
his wife and from people who entdd help him and Speak the
nine language under his medical condition is. Of course, a
travesty of anythino Which any country should offer in ways
of hospitality "
re5.11r1A SAHARA. - PWIpras-lrinning editor
Hairy S Astimere, charging that Presidentorohmon apparent-
ly squelched a Vietnam peace proposal that Ashmore die-
pitched in a letter to North Vietnamese illadden1 Ho Ci
Minh:
"This conciliatory -*der. was effectively and-brutally-"-elin-
ailed be there was say chance to determine What re-
*nee Hanoi might have mode "
/ HONOLULU - One of the 560 evacuees of Wake Island,
isit homeless by Tydioon Sarah:
"We're all Itialty, Mar iMell7. to lie alive •
A Bible Timrsght For Today
--
lb EMS 11411111106-1111511ese ereeth. --Preverbs 1e:17.
We droll/ lallame Ileareof when we are taking the wrong
road in SI&
,Ten Years Ago Today
Llta4.11111 • Tins. 11/..3
' Deaths repartee today are those of Walter E. Taylor, age
Mrs. BM Faa. awe HI, and Mrs. Johnnie M Cunningham,
Minn
Z Mr. and Mn Idris Kialallidall si Hazel Rote One will
ooserve their gales waddle asimbreseary by hooding open
heitse at thdr home on espaNdler IL
General officers of the Iterray lienran's Club are pie-
tired. They are Mrs. J I Hodek, pdadent; Mrs. H. T. Wal-
quo, Lint vice. Mrs. H. B. Batley, Jr. liStiond vine; Mrs. N. B.
Ellis, recording secretary; Mn. R if. Robbiis. tr aisurer. Mrs.
.himes Lamellar is corresponding seciretiory. ,
• Mr. and Mn Mob Elsa* have released hi Leamington where
HOB Ma remote his stead MIS Noe Untvievalp of Menterelry
for his senior year.
20 Years Ago This Week.  TILS
The Canoe/ay County Pair opened yesterday at the Mant-
els Loose Leaf Floor with a greater amount of interest and
enthusiasm shown than ever before, officials said.
hits, Barbara Jo Walker, "Miss Memphis" in the Atlantic
City beauty pageant who wen the title of "Mies America of
1947", is pictured texisy Her parents are formerly from Callo-
way County
Mr o A J Ciendenon of Almo announces the marriage of
tier dooghter, Maurelle, to John Ned Nance of Mayfield_ The
ceremony was read on August 15.
Mr and Mrs. Fred U. Wells who have been the guests of
his parents. Dr and Mrs 0 C WelLs, left today for Pasadena,
Calif., where Fred will do graduate Work in mechahical en-
gineering at the California Institute of Technology.. He was
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J. C. Kemp, Technician

















































































THE LEDITHR Train& - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
The Alumemis
by Ualled Pesos International
Team is monciay. Sept 18. the
Oilst cloy of 1ite7 with 104 to fol-
low.
The moon is Mil.
The morning 11441111 GM Venom
hopker and &morn.
The evening stags are Saturn
WW1 Wars.
Jetuwon. MOM poet
ethis 11141gte the firea high* Met-
Nem7. ma born Sept. IS, 17011.
On Om deo inblobary
In IMO Outdrew pamed the
lexioiLtse SATO ACt atiowing a
elareociader won eielthoses to
reclaim any gave who escaped in-
to anOber elate.
In MIL the New rad Thum
me pub/idled for the first time.
In 1961. Unseal Nealoro Sere-
tary-Othend Des lamarskOold was
traded in • tome crash in north-
etn Rhodema.
In MK Valerie Percy, Ii. twin
dauphser of Manua liegablisen
Sanalomai eandatiste MIMS Pegg
aim WM aces the Medina, iree
Mood stedebed and beaten to
death
A thou.'s' fur the frallise"in pact Were Whatmen mid:
-Owe furso emsteeed. no notion,
date, My al this earth, ever af-








Mrs Pim Oseineen lanierele;
her Barsky, sestais; Mts. Ina
/Wyatt. Route 3, Memo; Oury
Bart. Rothe 2, Wirreite ; Mrs. Becky
Peltchollt, Dexter; Joel Onewasrd.
Lynn Ovens. IS art Calhoun.
Carlin km William, bledlek Ten-
:Aimee, Wade adroit^ Resee 5,
Murray. Johmon Ebert. Pd-
tea; Mn Ailitare Ilsended, 714
Chasm Ow*. Murray; Me. Reba
Hawfwgie. dads 1, Lynn Ciente.
Ilbeamala
led Ewa Asa beim Grove:
Shenk! Ciethend, 1007 Payme, Mur-
ray, Rodney 'Pin. 11011 South
!Olt Mn: Mrs. Hada Jock-
om, 301 Noe, Mur my lets. Ten-
nis DolmaNSS slissiles, Mur-
ray; E. IL Taint, Sal Mouth 13th,
Werreet: lans. Mew Oarr, Roate
2. Mfarreg; Rthened thancinde. Rt.,
2, Mlionig; Jeanie Johmen. 504
NW* Sot Merwiy: Mrs. Jane
Willo WM, & Murray, Aim Jen
Oodar. Had; Mr& Marilyn Dos-
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By AbigaM Tau Buren
DEAR ARMY: lia.ke and I have
Ibeen married for eight years and
have three children.
The other night Milk mine Mese
and told not that the MGM at
work %ere having a stag party for
• co- worker a ho S getting mar-
ried. This pony. be mid, was to
be held at a dub that features
top.eso go-go gush mato said Se
really didn't owe to ptC but all
the other guys in his department
were going, And he didn't know
hos% to got eta of It
I was agamst it from the start.
but Mike promised if I let hum
go he souldn't look at the gird.
Well. I let h.rn go, and when
lie CRITIC name he said he had
kept ha promise. Abby. I have
been ntherabie ever swot. Just
Micoring that Mike waa m the
siltie room with all chose iambus
go-go girls dancing all aroand
makes me want to cry.
Do you think Mike ready Icept
hos premise ? And how cm I
get oser tans terrible sildt helms?
mums wain-
DEAR WWS: Whether Mn
kept ha premise or am is Stowers
Mike and his oseseteder. Add yes
ca n get ever Meat 'terrible di
feeling" by rehreleg to Moil es It.
• • •
DE.AR ABBY How come die
'doomed girls of this generetwa
&Le supposed in be so mart. but
they don't know what to call their
in-kaW11, niCept, -1215* 121- WOW!
Would it kin • errt to can the
mother and hither of her husband
-Mum add Pup" kike her husband
does?
I don't go around looking for
things to get mad at, but a part
bum on up to be oohed -the th-
lava"
I wish you would print this with
your mama% by. for the a)'-
Lone of brokaaheartied zolwas abet
Eal lave oesees
JUST AN IN-LAW
DEAR irgT: Many brides as
mumble to rail their In- brows "Mein
sod Pep" whitest trade saw
dIslatyalty to their own Mama and
rood Sot awe is always -Mother
Mary" or -Mother Jam." Dual
411Maillge is diertes. Auk pew soak
wWebe mil yew agitating tre4 34
▪ -a-Iew."
• • •
DEAR AMY: Sorry you,
ail dale. who hove nem eon-
dined Outdoor to any term ham
▪ joaod the sit-toodtmterous
Marco. woe Wok We all right to
Mad front bag camerations be-
amine they "can afford h."
I reir to the letter in your
warm abase "nes Joke," whose
Maw alb balm de* between
kW and frit boo the phone
raw mar and then hangs up to
.ave Ws t The call is •
signal for someone to prok Aim
op.)
The plob.evel oes tiles the fath-
er became Angry Mame the be
was uoualh tied up so he waked
•
bade. bor reply iodinated that
you oompletely overlooked the fact
that a very tmportant principle
was invoked That father was
charly helping tomen to a en-
ace pounded by the Isiegbane
oongSter Matsui whir foe S.
rn.s aeteelini es stately se X
Lie bad teatime sae Mao odor
ond robbed their sok.
/Law. my MINIM tad you
otithfully, 330 1746•4* pot e foam-
op in your common to manure your
leamoa that you do not approve
• this sort of c.baseang.
I on noc loon any meg in ATM-
.. out i wash i did.
AWCAuLA moTH7114
DEAR MOTHSR: Thank yes
one the haserode of ether sheep-
.-yed mem woo ealed to sas




rAMINI1711r: if dee two yang
Pe.071/ Om Mal he,, amiThdeeet ad-
-- ear supleramiurs
or maned les, that aped new
ruse to Way ass •aldine."
TreedriedT Weis be Aisay, ileg
69.0e, Lee Attgass. ca. Nem Yee
glersonal may, 141346•46 • •444913.-
est, me-adthessisel eateedeps.
•••
Par Athos booklet. -Wear tto
Hoar • Levroy Werkimg.- mid $I




-aiog cr3 NOM plelligelgallgia
•trl twidautopudg soden
Poo-nada trie ton 1113:1344,
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WASHING . . .
once they have found that Boone:s




WASH EVERY DAY DOUBLE LOAD 25°
BOONE'S
Coin Laundries
"WASH BETTER FOR LESS"
re 13th & Main Street
w• Story Avenue






MONDAY - SEPTEMBER 18, 1967
Income Tax
Questions & Answers
Q. - I just Martel my lilt
MeV many eseseptions showed
oldie few weleholding issvosod
rd rather get a relied than have
more taxes to pay next Year.
A - if you Mon no exemptiont
on your vitt:am/duet certificate
then more will be wititheid from
your paycheck than if You Min)
one exemption tor yourself.
Note that if on do rot dam
on the exemptions you are m-
aim to on the willtiookong mut-
Atom flied with pour empower,
pou have not forfelled your nest
digs nay be properly credited to
her amount TIM wel he make
sure that he receives the Social
&vale, baratts lila 16 5aTlt1rd
143
Application for a Social Secur-
ity amber Mould be made on
I'tuxm8113-5 available at local IRE,
ee
end Social Security number shoulti ,
be made on Form SEEI avellett, I
at boost IRS itioi Social Security
Adminlatration offices
Q. - My Income so far this year
Ms been lower than I eaueoted.
Oan I Just fort about the mixt
immanent of my massed he
or do I have to hie en ealendet
dedimillon?
A. - If your tea llohlity war,
8. be grader or soollor dies yOu
le claim them at • later this. arkinkuk, otithaton then an
.1"1 aan. a" dai.allhAgn 1°W Lhe mended deolarecion shoulde be hi-
exeeneitiona you Nre entitled to on mg. ife, „du ninsi .0, 'aim, ear
your income tax return
Q. - My olsonas women fossil
bag a Sodiel XonalSO numbed.
illoral I just'mam that idorms-
Om set leen I fne as emieterly It you do not receive a quart-
Mum ea the mime I pay her? armytrn, amid a polaoard to mak
A. - Be. Elated Beetatto Ivan- your kxxil ins off ice for a oopy e
bar is needed ss Mot bier earn- of Rum 1040-ES ‘Aniendatl,
doing this printed on the bill for




115w. Male Street rhoste 75.1-3131
A" ell°n/ COUSEUIVIat the MID-SOUTH
Something for Everyon..1 ... at "CI. 7
loST:5:7;1711g111




SEPT. 22 at 830 P.M.
SEPT. 23 of 1 30, 4.30, 830




SEPT 29 a. A & 8 30
44
 SEPT. 28-












SEPT. 10 at & 830
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
$360 • $300 • Cs250 • $200
CHILDW4 We 12 lectimis





* TODAY thru TUESDAY *










H000fflire Opens -- CU • *how Starts - 7:30
* TONITE thru WEDNESDAY *
- In COLOR -
...)•••• r•-••••."••,•
"TOBRUK"
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Well we played two and lost two over the week end, not
a very good record. But, then on the other hand, we were
playing two real good teams.
411 Mayfield has one of the best teams they have had in seve-
ral years, and the University carne awful close to Martha, E
think they would have beaten them if time hadn't run out.
This Friday night Fulton will be in town to take on the
Tigers, and 'Tennessee Tech will be here to play the University
on Saturday.
Should be two good games, or at least I hope they are both
good games, unless the two Murray teams run off with the
games.
Jew
Last week we said a few fords about the outlook of the
1967 OVC race. This week we would like to tell you a little
about the history of the ()VC.
As far back as 1941 there was talk about tht Kentucky
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference being split. Almost every-
one agreed It was just a matter of time until the division took
place and a new athltdic conference was formed.
Then the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor and America
*was plunged into World War II.
Seven years later, after the hostilities had ceased, a pre-
war dream became a post-wax reality. The "Big Five" of the
ICIA.0 withdrew to form the Ohio Valley Conference.
Making the move were Western Kentucky Slate College,
Ahstern Kentucky State College, Murray State College, More-
head State College, and the University -of Lotiiihe. They
were joined by Evansville College and, Shortly thereafter by
Tennessee Tech and Marshall College.
4 PIO-pose of the OVC, as set forth in its constitution, is "to
te, control, and promote all the recognized branches of
in rcollegiate athletics in institutions represented".
Through a gradual process, the CIVIC was to beeome a
league of Kentucky and Tennessee State Universities. (All the
salocals in the OVC are of university status.) Middle Tennes-
see State College Joined the rolls in 1952, East 'Tennessee State
University in 1957, and Austin Peay State College in the
spring of 1962. They replaced Louisville, which became an
*independent in 1949, and Marshall and Evansville, Which
deported in 1952.
In 1963 the league took another step forward by appoint-
ing Arthur L. Guepe, former football coach and athletic di-
rector at Virginia and Vandebilt Universities, as the 011(7s
first full-time commissioner.
10. 100
Listed below Is Murray State University's Schedule with
41 the mileage to all the away games
Date Team Mileage to Game
Sept. 16 - UT .M13  47
23 - Tennessee Tech  Horne
30 - Morehead Slats   Home
()rt. 7 - Iowa Wesleyan  Hums
14 - Middle Tennessee  152
21 - East Tennessee'  408
28 - Eastern Kentucky  Rome
• 4 - Austin Pray  
11 - Evansville College  128






Sunday Was Heartbreaking For
Two Of Three A.L. Contenders
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
Tomorrow end tomorrow and to-
morrow—it seems like there'll al-
] ways be a tomorrow for the four
American League contenders who
seem to be rindim all kinds of
ways not to Win the pennant.
The clubs continued on their
up-and-down treacknill Sunday as
three of the four contenders last
—two of them at home to second-
divisions teams, the kind of games
pennant-win:lira tearris aren't sup-
posed to lose.
Meanwhile, the peak:a:. Chicago
White Box—Eddie Stanky's "soni-
kites"--again came back from a
premature burial and .)unmed into
the thick of the race
The White Sox completed n In-
credible three-game sweep of the
Minnesota Twins with a 4-0 victory
while Detroit lost to Washington,
5-0 and the Beaten Red Sox lost
their third straight to Baltimore,
5-2.
That emishied Mingo to agwe
ultD won& arwhalff game behind
the MagualeadWg betrott
minnesota and Bolton wto both
WHIT1F1'L THINKING — Mere
Ondigliaria. Boston Red fica
outfielder ineired when hit
on aw head during a game
in Boston, watches beanie
practice at Penway Part be-
lore reetker another eye ex-
amination. The best:hail af-
fected his vn and he stiil
cornplatre that there is a blur
In he left eye
couki have tied for first with vic-
tories, fell to third place bUt re-
mained one game back.
Two Week Deadline
Two weeks from today the Arner-
kan League will either have
ready crowned its 1967 °hern—
or will be starting its second play-
off in history.
Tiger Manager Mayo Smith aft
"It's going to be a heath hit
week.s but a lot of fun. if
thing ends up in a three-Wag tie,
we'll tiP playing longer than Vida
Lombardi and his Packers"
Chiang° now has 11 games left
and the other three tithe have 12.
Detroit has the beet scheickile of
the four teams but ele see-saw
way the race is going, Kb impos-
sible to make any predictions.
Minnesota, though does seam be
have the most problems. The Tel*
were the team to beat earlier in
the race but now the pitching gaff
is In somewhat of a shambles since
both Dean Chance and Jim /gillet
were used in relief last week and
I that couki prove fatal in Use WA
ugiThe Chicago Pitchi geoff.
I two e weeks.
I which has allowed just six earned
I runs hi 54 innings since the White
Sox lost a doubleheader last Tues-
day, again as.ved Stankey's club
Sunday. Gary Peters blanked the
Twins on four has to boost his
record to 18-9. He survived his only
real jam in the third when Rod
Canw led off with a triple and
Peters stranded him there.
Merritt Takes Los
Kea Remy hit a homer arid •
run-scoring single as the Whits
Sox pinned t-he lore on Jim her-
rut. now 12-8.
Prank Bertaina a sever-hlt shut-
out to give the Senators the Se.
tory over Detroit. Hack -Alien. Ma
relief-pitcher Pat Dobeon's first
pitch Into the Nati for a three-
run homer in the flfth kudos to
clinch the triumph. "'John Eller
started for the Tigers sat suffer-
ed the Ices.
Homers by Paul Blair, and Andy
Etchebarren and Boost Powell pow-
ered the Orioles past the Red Sax.
Bleir's homer was a tivo-l'un bleat
in the first while Etcheberrein
added his In the aeoond and Pow-
ell conneotned in the fourth. Gary
Bell went 2% inninge and took
the ions for Boston ste Gene
Brabender went the fint seven
for the Oricdess to take the victory.
They/here in the Amenksm, Lea-
gut, Cleveland topped Mew York,
4.2, and Califon:dr nipped Muss
City, 3-2.
In Il Leegue, Bt. Laub
oboe Chirimati, 3-2, Chicago
esttlypell Allatits, 5-3. Houston
IMO MirI 4-3. Pidiadirephia
WNW jai Amiss 8-1. and Pitts-
bug" hipped Ptancisco, 5-4
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press international
Mohammed AA was the ottornar
viceroy of Egypt from 1805 to
111048 and founder of the dvra....:y












W. L. Pct. GB
85 65 .567 —
85 66 563 %
84 66 .560 3














Kansas City 59 99 399
Sunday's Results
Cleveland 4 New York 2
Washington 5 Detroit 0
Chicago 4 Minnesota 0
Haitimore 5 Boston 2
California 3 Kansas City 2
Today's Probable Pitchers
Boston. Stephenson 3-0 at De-
troit, McLain 17-16.
Minnesota, Kant 13-13 at Kan-
sas City, Dobson 9-9
Chicago. Carlos 2-0 at California,
Clark 11-.11,




New York at Baltimore, night
Boston at Detroit, night
Chicago at California, night
Minnesota at Kane City, night








W. L. Pet. GB
Ht. Vents 94 56L-
ean ?random 81 68 .544 12%
Chlilipo 82 70 .539 13
Clnallunati 80 70 533 14
pispagspiala 7'7 71 .500 16
Pidelbuigh 76 75 500 19
MOMS 74 75 491 19%
—St al 456 26%
11101111101251 88 409 32%
New Yott 56 93 372 '38
Sunday's Keens
Mow 5 Atlanta 3
St. Loins 3 Cincinnati 2
Houston 4 New York 3
Philadelphia 6 Los Angeles 1
Plittaitugh 5 San Francisco 4
Today's Probable Pitchers
Ica Angeles, Duffie 0-0 at New
ITagt. Yether 9-18
I St. Louis, Gibson 12-6 at Phil's-
ildphie, Ellsworth 6-6
Chat oratt, Queen 13.7 at At. .
Jarr4s 14-8.
Flbtanzik. Beek 12-13 at Hon-
atom Oiusti 10-15 or Belinery 34.
(Only games ceriedulede
Tuesday's GSMIIII
Los Angeles at New York, night
Bt. LOUIE at, Philadelphia, night
Dan Prancism at Ctixago
Cincinnati at Atlanta, night










Bob Gibson Slated-For Mound
Duties Tonight For Cards
By HARRY S. GROSS
'CFI Sports Writer
Pitcher Bob Gibson is in tile
spotlight again. The St. Louis
CandinaLs' ace, who broke his leg
In mid-July, supposedly putting a
crimp into the team's pennant
hopes, will try to officially clinch
Use 1967 National league title
tonight when he hurls against the
Philadelphia Phillies.
The Cardinals reduced their
"magic number" to one Sunday by
&dating Cincinnati, 3-2, elide sec-
ond-place San Francisn was los-
ing to Pittsburgh, 5-4.
Glison, who has a 12-6 season
record, told reporters after Sun-
day's victory "You can't. write
about pressure now. We have
beaten that too."
The 31-year-old veteran right-
header, a 20-game winner the
past two seascre, was the hero
of the 1964 Cardinal World Dei ies
victory over the New York Yank-
ees, winning two games including
the Mal one and setting a series
strikeout record of 31.
Cooperative Effort
The Cardinals showed their all-
iwound team-effort Sunday when
Nelson Stiles, Ron Willie and
Julian Javier, contributed to the
win over Cincinnati.
Briles, who took Gibson's place
In the starting rotation, departed
after five innings with the Cards
leading 3-1 when his arm stiffen-
ed. He was struok on the right
shoulder by Dennis Johnson's line
drive in the second inning.
vibe replaced Jack
mabe after he yielded- a home run
to Vada Pinson in the sixth inn-
ing, blanked the Reds cm two hits
over the final 3 1-3 innings to
preserve Belles' 13th triumph a-
gainst five losses.
- Julian Javier's two-run single
emptied a three-nun fourth inning
rally off loser Jim Maloney after
the Reds took a 1-0 lead in the
third.
Ekewhere In the National Leag-
ue, Chicago defeated Atlanta 5-3,
Philadeaphia bested IA05 Angeles.
6-1, and Houston nipped New
York, 4-3,
Detroit Ahead
In the tight Axnerkan League
race, Detroit remaionl in4 first
Oboe but had its lead cut to (Im-
hoff game whets bialcal by Wash.
in." 64 The Chicago White
SOON inoved kaa the rumens spot
alai a 4-6 sbnallut Maas* aver
Ohs Minnesota Tabs The los
dropped Mhinsals Into a thltd.
place tie with Boston. one game
off the pace Boston lost to Bal-
timore, 5-2; Cleveland downed, New
York. 4-2. and California edged
Kemal City, 3-3. IN IN
Roberto Chenente's Mod homer
-The UTM23 defense held swine
a !ate game Murray State rally
Saturday to give the University
of Tennessee, Merlin Branch a
16 to 9 victory. The pane was
held at Martin and was the open-
ing game for both ciube
UT took a 6-0 lead in the final
mlnutes of the (Ira quarter When
Arian Oat went over horn the
two yard Ma --DIMES had inter-
eepted a pets deep in their own
territory and had marched from
..9tX
thrirp=.1 Grad line to post the
Rick lithridee, Murray State
lineman, blocked the extra point
try Of the Vote
With only 28 seconds left in
the first half Murray tied up the
score as Rust Hake went over frorn
the one yard line Murray State
.1,1,1 driven from their own 25 in
r.fteen plays for the score Quart-
F' I) irk Larry TYilman moved the
R e'er* down the field with paws
to Gerald Young of 12, 15 arid 23
The er 7.1 paint try faded, but
Murray wens ahead in the third
quarter when Rill Humphries kilt-
ed a 24 yard field goal to make
It Murray 9, UTMB 6
The tacers were headed for an:
other touchdown, but the Vol tie-
fens- stiffened at the 21 and the
Racers Meted the field goal
Wth 11:52 minutes left in the
ball game. Cox hit Gary Capers
with a 16 yard pare for another
score Lee Mayo booted the PAT
to give the Vets a 13-9 lead.
err picked up a Murray fumble
moments beer but could get no
where an booted another field goal
to make it 16-9
The Racers put on a good drive
from their own 20 and moved to
the UT edght yard line where the
drive stalled. Four pawn failed to
produce a score and UT took over
on downs and waited out the re-
miming 20 seconds.
Murray's Tillman Ida 22 at 34




ner polled in eight of the passes
for dotty yards and Gary Young
picked off five for 89 yards
of the season with one out in the
bottom of the ninth inning gave
the Pirates' Al McBean his seventh
win in 10 decisions. Frank Linzy
was the loser.
The Chicago Cubs moved into
third piace, one-half game behind
San Francisco with the help of
trtios by Glenn Beckert and Er-
nie Barb in a four-run sixth
Inning rally. Billy Williams hit
his 313rd round-tripper in thei eighth
to give the cuns an insurance
PLASMA-.. tam f ourth state of mel-
te! (sole, mud goal. Pies-
naafi< matter errors when gas is
strongly konoxed lay super heoling
(4000 1I and bereihes an electri-
cal conductor In outer space PP







Ezell Beauty School 4 0
Owen's Food Market 4 0
Jerry's 3 1
Johnson's Grocery 2 2
Murray Beauty Salon 2 2
Rowland's Refrigeration 1 3
Country Kitchen 0 4
High Team Game ( Scratch)
Ezell Beauty School 771
Johnson's Grocery 737
Murray Beauty Salon 736
Rowlaud's Refrigeration 682
High Team Game (WHC)
Ezell Beauty School 972
Murray Beauty Salon 960
Johnson's Grocery 939
High Team 3 Games (Scratch(
Ezell Beauty School zisq
Johnson's Grocery 2124
Murray Beauty Salon 2038
High Team 3 Games (WIN')
Ezeil Beauty School 3835
Musa% Grocery 2724
Murray Beauty Salon 2710




High Ind. Game (IVIIC)
Sandra Thiante.ol 247
Katherine lax 229
Jenny Humphreys - 214




High Ind. 3 Garnet (WHC)
Sandra Thompson 808
Judi; Ada ms 592
Wanda Nance 586
—Mildred Hodge, Sec
Bulbs Are Here !
Just Arrived From Holland!








Plant Now, P. Blooms Next Spring
Extra large, bushy Azaleas in Red, Pink, White
and Lavender. All Hardy.
NANDINAS - MOLLIES - MAGNOLIAS - LIGUS-
TRUMS - PYRACANTHA . . . and OTHERS
Drive By and See Them
, SHIRLEY FLORIST
500 N. 4th Street
41 ,
Are claims normally handled DIRECT With the hospital and doctor to save
you time, trouble, and red tape?
Are your plans adaptable to CHANGING ADVANCES & COSTS In medical
care?
Do they offer a VARIETY of benefits to help fit your needs?
Do your plans allow eligible dependents of deceased members, and those
reaching age 19 to CONTINUE PROTECTION by a simple transfer to a
membership of their own?
Does your hospital plan pay most of the hospital benefits IN FULL?
Do you have. reliable surgical-medical plan to help pay the doctor?
If you have
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
you can check each answer "YES",... BUT you should
also got information NOW about our new allia-osoll
HIGHER BENEFIT PLANS providing even greater proforflort.
NOTE, All Direct Pay Member, and Forrn Bureau Member* Are Beteg Noeflod OP
The Higher ifion.f of Plant By Moil, Group Subtcriben An tilos Notiffod Through A,
Mar Group Administrator.
MEMBERS OR NONMEMBERS, WRITY TOOAYI
von INFORMATION ABOUT GROUP PLANS
10 you work where there Sr. 5 or more person*
OR. FOR INFORMATION ABOUT NON-GROUP ENROLLMENT, If YOU
I. Kentuckian. 64 or under, In good heelth and neither spotnut nor self Is
omployed wheat there WO 10 or rnor• persons. Of
2. ere age 65 or over and Interested in Joining the special Blue Cross and Blue_Shield 41 Plan.
3. hays a son or daughter reaching age 19 or marrying before 19.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
3101 Bardstown Road • Louisville, Kentucky 40205
a
— -






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MOINDAY - SEPTEMBER 18, 1967 T II E LEDGER Si TIMES - NIURRAY. KENTUCKY
- RENT. SWAP, • HIRE • BUY • SELL.. RENT • SWAP•HIF-IE •
LOW COST
FOR SALE
HOMES BOSOM BMW sake,
trending, ticauding inns and ma-
ture, equitation, stallion service,
Lighted Riding Ring. Blackwell
Stades. Phone 7153-MTI. Oct.-24-C
7'84 MUMPS aporta oar. Per-
Mt Mods* tiondItion. Primal ma-
dowels. Phone 2111-4111111. 8-213-C
0111RIGAMDA Puppies. See a 406
South lab Street, or call 781411117.
13-19-C
19111 mimic Catalina, 4-door,
POWS bakes and steering. See et
Litwin Paranere.TPC
5-10011 awe anise at NO N.
16th., w sesege. Reims fir lism.
Phone 11111-7101. 11-04
NM ASO MUD andeel
Llatel Spinet Mom, band hot Good
eandllionl and Mode Manor 527.
1666 & of Benton on Mayfield
&mil at times Dreary. Oct.-13-C
CLUILNIIIIOnar carpet einiser yen
ever med. se soy Ma Get ass
Lumen. deciris doungetier $1.
Huang Paint acre. 1349-C
BY OWNER: &bedroom house,
newly decorated. 2 baths, toopost.
on large shady kat 76' a 21M, ha-
°mei at 1007 Payne. Tesanksolle
O. I. leen. Fan awe Onaind
SL 75342W
LEAKY ROOF - Down spouts or
gutters - seal 'eall with Ng-Klai
nbratad AMbila Aluininme that
sups keits and does the Job kr
onl3 3 NM a alleire feat. WM
and is to map. agar Paint
Burr, 401 Moto Sheet, MoMilf.
',--tENT • SWAP•i-lik,
CIASSIREO ADS GET RES11118
Kentucky, phone 753-3642, hos It
and can shoo you hou 't pen:mins
and how easy It itv to apply.
Ne&M-C
IMICCEOTON Meet:lc Typwertber,
otiorteilfilli model. aerie; 35. recent-
), smondifiened. $86.00. 04/1 753. 
18%liter 5 p. in, 13-18-P
-
DONIRMAN PINSON'S puppies.
Six maim old AKC with pavers.
Phone 761itiele or 7536136 8.11-11
-- -
PUREBRED ENOLNIII Shephen1
pupptes. $10.00 each. C. A. Boyd,
Route 3, Puryoar or call 247-6461.
S-211-C
711711CS 44113or La Sobre wIth
Mr. as mew braes and deer-
log. am drat Phone 7111111 11
slier 9:18 la tn. 11-20-c
a K MOOS WAXER and buffer.
notel 6 times. QM 113-3/413. 2-30-C
WELMARANER Peps, loves ISM I
I good hunters, excellent guank.
A. K. C. Lampe, 616-2112. 8-35.0 
TOWNS sod Mesas Dadhshund,
3 aionthe alit A. Z. C.. $00 00 'lpf YOUR BUSINESS fee MetUm* MINN& SO-C. Businesses oniy. hoe can&  I dented serves write es Mt spaarmor Molitor piano, three Linder Ebotem 8-21"0
years old. Mb Mash. Phone
GARALDTKE MINS hilted in
I Me mast newits he asito theft is
I ast ChaveM Myess thm lives
well mon aeons!
turobiblogn. Per perticulais or ap-
pointment. ea& W. A Schnudt,
lagairmille in 8y,886-




ALECIIROLOX SALES & Service,
Son *3.Mow, fry. C. M. Sond-









19 fast of pipe and err
tom: 1- a Pt. Orrantsed Cul-
ver; 7.Atr oarretter; 1-0onorete
compote.-bleak maw Sok te. Iseita-
My, hot meter honor, Mower sball
all in pool oonilition. Wbe
seallablo by October bit. in Sport- _
at MoMertovii& is-.0
111111X70E SAPS, simple sad fast
wish Goatee tablets. Only Me at
Hoiland Drag H-20-C
MALE HELP WANTED
land Park. -r V A Area, rim.- LEAD CARK2C71102 and helper.
lucky Lake rnuist be moved oy MOM be ready to start tiretwiete-
Oct. lith Also carmine kst of ly QUI 133-30141. S- 20-0
One of US Walks for THEM
CRAFTER "1
UfWit Mg office mound sup-
t MUM I was eleang in
raseig. gger, :stag for •
ISIONEVE m the anispenraine
Mete. aim a as Oben car
came maimpopili wit of the
ILIAMMIIMMIIMMW to round the
mire rep or
tiros MI allsoiroff toward the
Myr, Idid not seed • mempiorti
photo to identify Stark at
Meet
With the VW Is pear and wi-
der full throttle. I ignored the
turn-off foe niy apartment and
tooled around the circle in what
the y call ent meant
Stark oohed the car turmoil
the evening traffic with shift
sureness, but with several
breaks of my own nere End
there I managed to (door the
gee. so test whoa we cleared
the- bridge and picket up 1411
north to Wentheint I was a
comfort/Ole yet unobstrunve
distance !!... Ms rear
He obviously ned no plans to
go to Weinheim
At a point just behind the
railroad treenne poide woes. N3
owilteei awn" elm., born
city ANN se emery nigneray
the tor OMNI We taillights
Mufti sod rfghe tars stereo
* tut sores• the
MEM tiVlbloi of I
climbed a cobbled nae between
,wo rows re innorers cover/es
that leaned a;-,7nnat one another
Communal ro-rction
---7---loottootep-sei-e-osse...tise- black
'If hulled IrTt ano babbler/ t
• nail betore stained •nd
reenty manse. all (IMO and
fair* alienates Fortunately, the
nao some traffic. an I Cle-
wleo $o mingle with It fen •
'r M
I reirsed the large tan nuild-
g ai nose gat- carried the
--rend St Johanna a Orphan-
8. irk was at the rront door
owing sightly and handing nor
alit ton large woman
Menke to ner uniform I rec-
IPitieg gt once
an was the ferret - shaped
Aronson who'd been bellowing
order at the *warm of kids out
at the awrmming lake the other
lay where Stark and I ha. •
meeting
I .nirked the car and waited,
'caning againet the gate and
smoking, until he came out It
was nearly dark by then.
Ile came down the walk, fit-
ting the hilt to his head. As he
swung through the rate I step-
pod out of the shadows and
"ILL"
"Well. well."
-What were yon doles in
I here, Stark?"
"Beet it, Ouster. I'm tired arid
Ire going home."
"Not non] you tell Me what
ESMINAGE THROB OF THE YEAR
JACK D. HUNTER
I F F. I o• n & Cd PoorefirSt •
you were to to at the orphan-
age."
-PrivetS beidness," lie croak-
ed.
-Too have any private
as far an your cam of-
ficer concerned."
ant to bet?"
order you to cell n-
'7 like orphans,- be •
"Why?"
'Fes aa orpetin,"
"I can Medi M there, you
knew."
-You Moak is Mere. Captain,
sod VIr Meow Mont it. And If
I aim about U, you and I are
finisited,"
-Don't give me that stuff,
Stark. You're under my com-
mand You do what I sey, and
there • no glutting You're mine
teinn now on "
He poetise aroma me and
went to the oar Opening the
,100, no palmed. then told me
over the root. -As king as
you re alive, that to"
I watched him drive oft.
• • •
A peculiar lull had come over
Heidelberg. and the damp night
Moezr mid quickened altar
had dinnei with Lois and Harry
Sums and they friends, the
Purvises from the State* I cut
lacrimal the No 3 trolley tracks
to the Dretkomptraese. walk-
ing fast wa- my packet collar
turned up At the Lauerstrame
I turner, west past the looming
shadows of the turreted Mar-
MAL 11101. _ enumung, SALO the
inct v./eked out my car which
atood small and alone now like
a pale grub contemplating au-
tumn
I ducked quickly into the VW,
glad to be out of the wind, and
re just and the Key into the
ignition when I realised that the
interior light hadn't gone on
when I'd opened the door And
then I felt the beck o/ my seat
make a small motion. My mind
had not translated the sense of
this before the cool ring of a
gun muzzle pressed against the
lobe of my right ear -
'Good evening a man's Voice
said, "Strrt the motor and drive
to the 'neck-lens-Bruck. Cross
over to aleuenneirn and take the
Bensherm road. Drive nun out
not too /eat to annoy ray po•
''And if I don't?"
"You'll have the only bead In
town with wall-to-wall holes " '
"You must be a rubber mid-
get to 'ode in the POUT seat of
"This Monol makes me a
giant. Now get going."
He told me to turn right at
the Auerbach cutoff, and as I
shifted into a lower gear to
nthe the hill I reengelzed the
fon merlotorness of the ism I
was in This road led through
nowhere In nowelehn---• tortuous
spaghetti of crushed stone that
climbed the rim of the Oden-
wald to end at • nub of all
topped by a cantle r ale and
woonomy-stas
"Up ahead about • hundred
meters La • wide place in the
road," the voice said. -When
you reach it, pun over and
sum."
A thought: Gyrruiaat. It





Another thought: It would
take a midget Or • gyrnsinot
Or both.
"Are you a midget?"
-Don't be many Mb.
well set up. actually' The eisin's
tone hinted mild indignation
"Are you a gymnast"
"Gymnast' What are you
talking about?'
"Well, you'd better be • gym-
nast, at 1•••t, because you'll he
needing mega agility about
now."
-Listen, you, don't--
I worked the door handle
slammed down on the isece,era
tor, ducked violently to the lett,
and kick ed myself Into the
night - spinning the wheel to
the right in • final spasm of
terror Then might nave men
the •ound of a shot I don't
Know But by the time I'd atop
pod rolling there was only a
distant, diminishing ciam•ar that
echoed freL1M19 turougn the
black hills and titter a nine 1
heard the coriehlolve crater tar
below
Aching and pantilig won
shock. I Ohm:led on torn linens
and stinging hands to what ap
patently was s brush cevereo
drainage ditch on the minde elm
of the road I Pollen trto ill-
and waited, listening My tern:"
proms like • titunderme Mrn.
After what semited to 0•
long interval there was a golf
crunching - the ern ol of shoes
on gravel-- -arid • subtle shif
of shadows swoons altira'o ea A
voice low nut clear. earn. no
of the darknes4
-He must have gone Ow.,
with the car"
"Maybe no: Maybe h.- 3 nuri
and lying nearby '
"From the back seat ot .
VA he's going to lump me
You're craey "
Their footstep, hurri5d tip th
hill.
I lay there, shirring for a long
time. relishing the sweet forest
air and lbOcning to the twItter-- -
of night things and minoring
the ririllient wars
Kroft has to find out erre
has hugged his quarters oith
a microfilms
(To Re ("moots ed Tomorrow
From the twirl trolrlifitert toa P TaitT•O t3rt Voro-roynt Cr 1961, by lark Hunter
Olatributert mu Rine esaturee Syndicate.
-Ns
Services Offered
11,00f11 REPA1r(L13 u. replace&
routlrour el" 19*
zost - hoe istunates Trt-thate
'looting Co Lust 1o3-611011 170
PigINTERB, Wat
do home painting. Sourly rate or
contract. toinior and extemr. Cal
766-836e. /149-0
1.1 )14 RENT
SION CLEAN moms Of college
boys, private entnuace, 1614 1.-un-
Uton Avenue. One block Irom
I580. Telephone 753-2665 or 753-
5766. Sept.-30-NC
10' a 56' TRAILER to married
couple, children welcome. Richer.
son Trailer Court, North Nth Ix-
t, Phone 753-31011, 15-111-P
PLINNIIIKED ROOM with kitchen
privileges for girls. EN S. llth St.
Phone 753-5744. 8111-P
NIW,ISRALL fumed:tad apartment,
2-bedrannii, don, arid kitchen.
Avalliele for monied oouple or
college gins. Located, 100 floutli
Llth Street, Phone 763-3014. 8-19-0
MIND CAA LOT &discs:a to
Bunny Breed on east Maki. Phone
11111301& 0-11A-C
MN BOOK Senn home. Three ,
inlim from My. MINS olearinty,
enter end lathA orohard. gar-
den and mall pasture. Phone 753-
MM. &MC
HELP WANTED
BABY SITTER from 3 to U p. m.
In lay boon OaR 218436e, 8.20-C
WAN' IID AT ONCK PUrohming
agent with additional duties
iserreet, age ato aPak sand
or better adonalien. MOM M
Won Owe yens einosismne hipen-
diming Milne M sown nantainte
tiring cionepron. Wary Pada iMir
month and pp to Nadi per
atter setiMmtory met. Jobs Kb-
bliontad. liseatiweg,
phone 4041118. 5-13C
SALES PISI0011111, age 21-46, col-
lege degree. Sabry 11100.00 per
month mid sonsi-mandaly for four
months Ompeny will train appli-
cants Nita Unlimited. 1621 Broad-
way, Padre*, peons 4424161
8-11-C











ear* waciareWaraa rearamaa^ . ram a, ir-ar
WANTED 10 BUY
gazAW. cet.-„nsaisp..
wheat and rye. $26.00 • ten de-
livered. Lee Steele, Phone 311-111011,
Benton Route &X. Oct.-4-C
WANT TO BUY a useci 2-bedroom
Miler, 8' or 10. wide. Phone M.
5662. 9-19-C
E&R °DIM' etas Immd
 "Medics' Aid foPhone 753-1256
Watch Preemies,-
Hog Market
Federal State Motet News Service
Monday, Seotetriber 18, 1967 Ken-
tucky Pun:Moe-Area Hog Market
Report Inoludes 7 Buying Stalloais
Receipts 626 Hood, Barrows and
Oilts Stead"; Sows, aloody.
"1- 7 190.210 Ks b1d76-19.50;
US 1.3 - 150.300 5. 1116.25-28-50:
US 2-3 - 235-210 Me 916 75-17 75;
SOWS:
US 1-2 - 250-350 lin $16.25-17
US 1-3 - 350-450 Ike 115,36-1,6.18;
US 2-3 - 460-600 ibis 91425-1521
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CAUL', ()ORBS" ARE YO(1 GOING
TO SPEND THE REST CP YOUR LICE
CHASING MACKEREL AROUND WITH








&TANKARD, QUE. - Pre-
mature Infants suffering from re-
spiratory disonlers Inuit we coa-
ched amnion*.
Any sudden oessation Of breath-
ing, a condition known ea nines.,
can result in brain domes. Wen
death.
To cope with the problem
team Of Stanford Unrvera55Y me-
dJ reeearchers has developed
an electronic monitoring system
which can alert nurses enthin
seconds that the baby is hawing
difficulty.
Dr. William J assistant
professor of pediatrics and prat-
e-pal investigator, said that once
apnea is detected, treatment tes-
uale is an easy process. The
nurse trta, simply eickle" the
child or in borne gentle way ''re-
mind hisn that he la klere."
The new device incorponites_ a
warning slam system based on
fluctuations in electric current be-
tween electrodes attached to the
baby's cheat. When the nil ant,
stops breathing, the ve.ruitions
electric currant cease. An alarm
is activated 20 necorida later.
Dr Daily pointed out that the
Mann mechanism may lead io the
development of a one-unit menu,.,
tor and monitoring system for the
00titinUMAs sUrveillance of all pre-
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I OW(' 10 TALK ABOVT REEI84
AFFAIRS AV 4APPENIN6
062RSEAS AND ifrilfack; Apg)
141604 Rbc-E5 A1,40 Cu) morifs_.
)erAte r Lit? RECIIIT1PBC5- ci .
AND WHAT TNEW'RE ALL WV*,
AND IHT 'RIP1.11114 A 603D
ORD RIR THE TREES...MAY_
60V-fl/E








C ta otaaa pram., ta
WELLWELL, WHY DON'T
YOU TRY LEARNING ABOUT
SOMETHING THAT DOESN'T
SWIM AMMO IN THE
OCEAN
fa laa Li t Pal OW -WO aa.ad
Now aaara Naar. Aradlaa.
C 
1.•ONLY RiZZON YOU
PuNISHINK ME IS BECAUSE
I'M A CRIMINAL MONSTER!!









AT LAST?, I V771. DLAER
V4PAT SSW:INC. INtv..1
PUNISHMENT 'OtILD:;T"




V1E7 LOSERS CRY PRAUO-Loaing South Vietnam preaaden
Hal candidate Troung Dinh Dzu reads a declaration by
eight prataidenual candidates that the elections were fraud-
ulent and demanding that the National Assembly set a new




MONDAY, 11111T31111111 1S, 1117
WSM-TV WEWIT wsix -TV
MONDAY APTESNOOSITSOGILLIMI
:4. Laze Yens A ITime Dig Pew
: 1 2 Deal I '
:3C Ralph Smarr I 
. . -ea Mow I .
---ed--., 
I -ii7rki -1*--11aravr 
co is .... I m.o.. w, lembee-114611k- I Itwastag Nese•411 by limert l with Creedal.
Melds
*31101413AT IrlfrIlIWO "saws= .
--16.—Clta. 04:30-7•11e Thinee get rather bet as Peter- feet glens
,111 pack with the devil Leave it to tlea Monkees for Laughs.
ri,110 Datense 
today i N,,...b.,t I . ". 5 :IS Sparta Wender ' W Orr. alpinilli I '
44 Iles 111mbees I 0 I Meaday bt
r i., hi ' I " I lamb
* (LL 41- 71l-$1S !-- Ohm awake-- ewes a "test
babe" theist ter the saes trees V.N.C.L.E. Calor.
ipp-og :se 
LI 
'no. Wia-fers-1—' — -I— -
.e.7.1: gThe airs --ales. 4- -, -• I -
.,. t-vt-,... , - : 
* (MIL 4 1:1111-1:45 A Mg* that rant lime° Doti Adame and
Sid Ceasing glaegg larag IR Ilnertant Money," with bast Danny
Thema&
[11
 iee-Tbe- nes ---1-Asey Griffith I Poises Illiere
:.:46 .". ,. 
I learlie Affair I Page= Three
ili Illwaws bear I • I "
I ' I '
* CIAL-4-9:1M-16:40 Wie-ee ever heard ni an unrevereN1 under=
ewer man who didn't want Us be reenelled? Cheek Robinson
and 116511 inniebt.
ille I SW -I-Clarell Iiii--men Show ' The l'ir vane, -
"LE4 :el 




I " I ''
1--ye -es 141-4, Wove # ne-e reesi - ---1-0744-News—
i •11 wiser..., easels I wester,. Illesse I Seemed Womb
• re Tanked Phew I Nino II limb I Rho tear Maw -
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410 T. r.II••• ?nolo • , N.wheet
;.. nream of Death Valley Dere ' barratries (brines
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I Red 'kelt on Hour ! The Invader'
I " I "
r -i flood More leg IN YPE;
-





:se to-:14 is flair- mess
1111,1 :se sawlels Ober I Millbe Ideviee:11 Weedier. Opens I Weather, Spero.
• - 46 • I "
I "
I "
I I • M-14 ewe
Rebell Wolfe
I Jeep bishop Show
I •
A
tu 11APA1S TIMM! - 1110111SAT, KENTUCKY
ROM GIRLS EILIAR--Bis trouble bee ahead for Edward Albert Seibold, 21, shown whatwith two girls who escaped his fatal knife and gun in Auburn. Ala_, when three othergirls were killed. At left is Catbey Stackeir. 20. whose rejection of his romancingbrought him raging into the Sinclair home. Be killed Sarah Sinclair, 18. her sister Mary,9. and a friend Mary Durant, 8. Cathey essaped by hiding In a wardrobe, and (middle)Faye Sinclair. 13, escaped by biding under a bed.
AUSSING IN ENEMY ACTION 31.ndfoided eel with hands, bound 1).0110_01w backs, ties.
VW Glens await t- n afoir • big battle with U S. Marir.es in the Quo Son






I N THZ wide screen world of
Mimesis' dramas. danger is
1111111111E114111111 0110i1C places as
beam Set herbor sea me-
poi aad eaves filled with
11111111111tere or. equally deadly.
Sillnign spies.
Ent, In eml life, danger
loin in erdesary settings IA
your home and neighborhood.
In the eery places where you
feel sateet
Ilse beet way to digsat dan-
ger Is be be aware of Its ex-
istence and knowledgeable
about what to do in an emer-
prey. Test your know-how in
this all-important subject by
taking the following quilt It
was prepared by experts at
the National Safety Council.
1. Which of the following is
not a safe bicycling rule A
Pedant: :•--s ••lite the right of
way; B. A hike dearer may
carry only • se passenger at
a time; C 5i yele drivers
should obey all traffic signs
and signals.
2. Despite the current craze
for paper dresses, • lighted
cigarette fell cause less dam-
age if your dress is cotton or
rayon. This or false'
3. II you are In • crowded
theatre when fire breaks out
A. Walk, don't run, tn. vard the
main exit; B. Let others by-
pans you until you can pick
out as meily accessible ex111;
C. If Illache Is heavy, put your
heniMerehkg over your nose
- •
MAIM glIVelie creams we use for bellellPrork are potential
puiseas. ff "chat' swallows one, do you know whet to 6o?
and Mostir and keep class to
the Goer.
4 You find your child
drinking huglittare polish. You
can't resch. yaw doctor - and
It waste tabe a half hour to
get to the hotplial A Tickle
the back of hie :Areal with •
finger to risks him vomit and
rush him to the hospital. B.
Call a hc•PROI or Poison Con-
trol Canter esileice. If you
can't get as anewee. make him
drink one glare at milk or
water and met cad immediately
with your child and the fortd-
lure polish for the hospital.:
Radio And Seth
It $ safe to leave a bat-
tery-operated transistor rs .10
on the tub edge while taking
,• bath. True or false?
47 After piling dirt over the
campfire you build downwind
In a forest area free of leaves,
twigs, or pins needles. It /I safe
to leave the fire True or
false'
7. For Halloween trick -or-
treating, itipeafer to make
child's meek of multi, ,.S.red
liALLOWERN ix a fun assadee children look f orv • •
Be sure your, wear costumes desiened with Bidet- in 11,a.l.
dle
makeup rather than let him
wear a store-bought mask!
(ileck Ito Ammer.
1. ISO It is never advisable
to carry a passenger Passen-
gers ma obstruct vision and
upset babbling.
2. False. Meet paper dreams
are treated with firs-resistant
solutions, whereas mo:t dress,-
es made"( more conyer.Uonal
fabrics are not. The National
Safety Council cautions, how-
ever, that washing Will dis-
solve the fire-resistant chemi-
cals in paper dresses.
3. IS and C The main exit
will probably be blocked by
people matting to escape. If
your escape route is tempo-
rarily blocked by others, stand
or at still until your way is
clear.
4. R. It's always best to get
immediate medical advice as
treatment varies with the type
of poison. In this came, a glass
of milk or water is advisable
to help dilute the poison.
Rules Ts Remember
Never induce vomiting if the
vicnm Is unconscious, In a
corns, having convulsions; It
the poison is all oily prods*
'such am furniture polish) se
a corrosive substance (ouch as
ammonia or bleach).
It's Important to take the
container or label with you to
the hospital so contents can
be checked and the patient
treated accordingly.
5. True. The voltage Is not
high enough to cause an elec-
tric shock should it fall into
the water aisumine, of
course, that the radio is not
plugged Into house current, as
some trannstors can be.
6 False. In forested stream
dirt I/ not enough to gui
fire It could smoulder under.
ground in humus and beget
Into flame nearby. Use water
to completely extinguish the
fire
1. True Two of the main
dangers trick and treaters
face are car accidents and
falls Mials• with eye holes V."
small or masks that slip off
the nose make It difficult for
kids to see the stele* of an un-
lighted porch or oncoming cars
white crossir..7 a. :_trtet.
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TV CAMEOS: Monte Markham
A Star Is Born After a Little Delay
By MEL HEINER
"THERE'S an old actors' saying that's been
my guidepost," Monte Markham says, "and it
goes like this: Dig your well as deep as you
can, because you're going to be drawing from it
for the rest of your life."
Translation: if you're going to be an actor,
learn your trade early and fully, because if and
when you hit it big, you aren't going to have
much time to improve after tliat.
Hewing close to that advice the reason why
the blonde, energetic Monte is only now, in his
early 30s, appearing on the TV screen as a full-
blown star in a dual role of the new ABC
aerial, -The Second Hundred Years"---whereas
It's quite possible he could have become a Big
Name much earlier . . perhaps ending up as
yesterday's Troy Donahue.
A Steve McQueen type but better-looking,
Markham has more than a dozen years of Stage
experience behind him, since his early days in
Manatee, Florida. Starting with high school
acting in West Palm Beach (where he also
wrote the class play), he has made the theater
his life. A speech and drama major graduate
of the University of Georgia, he did tunic as a
Coast Guard lieutenant and then plunged into
his chosen work at the Globe Theater in San
Diego, where he got a full dose of Shakespeare.
Monte went anywhere that he thought he
could work at, end learn more about, his trade.
He acted at Stephens College in Columbia, Mo.
-and also taught in the drama department-
and was in the Shakespeare Festival at Ash-
land, Ore. Ultimately he worked fur three years
at the celebrated Actor's Workshop in San
Francisco and just two years ago played the
title role in "Peer Gynt" at the Pasadena Play-
house.
More than 200 roles were behind him-when
he finally made his move. "It really happened
when Jules Irving and Herbert Blau of the Ac-
toes Workshop went to New York to take over
the Lincoln Center repertory group," he says.
"I just took stock and decided I'd are what
cciUld be &ht.^ 
.
Monte blasted in in a hurry. He started as a
guest star on a two-part "Mission Impossible,"
did two movies one after the other-"Project
X- and -The Hour of the Guns," neither yet
released and then was tapped for "The Second
Hundred Years." A wild comedy, he plays a
conservative man of 33 and his pioneer grand-
father of the same age (what'dl he say?),
who's been brought back to life after being
frozen in a glacier for 100 yews. As the un-
frozen one, Monte also is Arthur O'Connell's
father and-oh. go watch it yourself. You'll get
it after a while.
With classic background, Meer Markham
seems all set to hit it "large" in show biz.
A blunt, genial soul. Markham says he wants
to be a super-star, "not for the fame, but just
because then you can pick and choose your
roles. I've got a four-picture deal with the Mir-
tech brothers. If the TV -show is a hit, they'll
-711rild (picture for me. Otherwise, I'll plat latch
on to one like a passing freight train."
"What bugs me," he says, "are actors who
hoot at TV series and say 'Ah, that's garbage.'
If you're an actor, you act in wharaavallable- --
and if you're any good. YOU bring the quality
to the part. What do I do best! Well, my bag is
energy. I'm an energetic guy, a little bit the op-
posite of Lord Byron.
"And after 200 stage roles, I feel I can play
anything, from hunchbacks and dwarfs to
heroes. I really dug my well pretty deep and I
Can't have any worries about it running dry in
the future when I draw on IL"
Distributed by' Kies Teeters@ Syndicate
A BICYCLE BUILT 1102 SEVEN You 
don't see onie.n you hap-
pen into Kenosha Wis when these lads ere 
'performing "
YOUTH KILLED . . .
(CentInued From rage II
Dana was a member of the
lbeinsavud Iliptin Church
Survivors are his parents, his
lister, Dabble: his grant:VW-Me.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Knight of
Mardln Route One; four half sis-
ters. Mrs. Illmo Thornton of Mur-
ray, Mm Van W. Childers and
I
libei RUN Lovett of Illerdlo Route
One. and Mrs. 'forth& Ann owl-
mn of Paducah, toter haft bro-
thers, Maw Ray Reeneeton and
i
MIR Don Hamilton of Murray,
Stanley Johnaon of Orla.nno. Fla..
and Mei .14.1insan of Louleville.
Fumed melees will be held
'Furrier at Oro pm, at the chapel
of the idea R. Churchill FLneral
Rome with Rev Tom Fortner and
Rev Fteridolph Allen offilonung.
Bure.I will be in the Murnvy Me-
morial Gardena.
Friends may call at the lillax H.
ahatrchill Funeral Home who is






Is the perilstent presence
Cif silverfish getting you
OLT OUR FR1D3
EFFTIMATE
We exterminate pests of
all kinds at low emit
down? We'll get-them out
of your house or apart-




Beethestabses persist The a
Csioay &me /term with us
teautifid sehil• owed beech,
a tropical 'Mins night on Mr
Gulf of Mexico. litre you will
kale your awn spacious Beach
HOU..., complete with kitchen . . .
an etotic lanai Suite . . . or Patio
Hotel Room . . . all with 1,106 ..nri,
telephone, and lull hotel see, ••..
For your fun-swimming Pool,
TFNNIsehirefebeerd, puck is' pat.
Sragrape Patio Restaurant ...
Starfish Cocktail Loung•
Dancing sad Entertainmrat.







minutes from your door.
Write for literature, Gulf of Mexico Drive, P.O. Box 3949A
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